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UCF unveils a new plan to meet football attendance requirements, page 28
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Debate over
parking slicker
rates rages on

Serving the University Of Central Florida since 1968

FSU foolball player comes to UCF

by JENNIFER LUPO

JIBS

Staff writer

by JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

Once again, the issue of oncampus parking is causing problems. The saga continues with a
proposed increase in the cost of
parking decals.
The proposal was first made
in the form of a memo dated Dec.
7 from Director of Parking Ina
Carpenter to Debbie Goff, Chairof
the Parking and Traffic Advisory
Committee. The proposed IO percent increase would raise the cost
of a three semester student decal
from $45 to $49.
In the memo, Carpenter said:
"I know this is an unpopular request, but it is necessary as we near
the reality of a parking garage.
The fees will need to be increased
to meet the debt service on the
garage - which we hope to see
within the next 2 years."
The memo, which was sent
only a day before the meeting, did
not give students ample time to
meet and discuss the possible parking fee increases. If it were passed,
it would be the second increase in
two years.
According to a press release
from Student Body President Chris
Marlin, an 11 percent increase in
the cost of parking decals was necessary in order to pay the annual
debt service, or interest, necessary
when borrowing the money to build
a parking garage. According to
UCF Police Chief Richard
Turkiewicz, $82,000 would be necessary to meet the annual cost of
the interest. In order to round off
the price of a parking decal to a
whole number, the cost was raised
13.5 percent, which provides
enough money annually to pay off
the interest.
During the discussion portion
of the Dec. 8 Parking and Traffic
Advisory Committee, Turkiewicz
was asked if the initial figures had
changed. He replied they had not
and explained that the increase was
needed to plan for future parking
needs- a second parking garage.
Marlin explained that UCF
students could not be expected to
pay more for a second garage before they saw the first. He also
explained that such haphazard
planning did not indicate that the
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Ex-FSU running back Marquette Smith earned a championship ring and then
packed his bags and transferred to UCF.
·

Golden Knights' running back
coach Alan Gooch is doing some
unexpected smiling these days.
Why? He has someone to fill the
big shoes left by Willie English,
UCF's all-time leading rusher.
Marquette Smith', a five-footseven, 195-pound ball carrier from
Florida State University ,has transferred to UCF. Smith will be eligible to pfay for the Knights in the
1994 season and has two remaining years of eligibility.
"He gives us an instant replacement for Willie," Gooch said. "But
there's going to be a lot of competition for that spot."
Smith will hav~ to make room
for himself in a lineup featuring
Gerod Davis and Mike Huff, who
both had outstanding 1993 seasons. And though he may be replacing English as a third running
back, Smith's running style is much
different.
"He's like Huff," said Gooch,
"but a little bigger. He's more of a

darting scat back. He catches the
ball well and he ' s a hard worker.
He'll lead by example."
Smith agrees part of his team
role will be leadership.
"I want to do whatever I can to
contribute," he said. 'Tm just very
happy to be part of the program."
This past season Smith, then a
sophomore, rushed for 297 yards
and scored two touchdowns. As a
freshman he carried the ball 22
times for 106 yards and did one
end zone dance in 1991. He was
redshirted in 1992.
Smith, an organizational communications major, is returning to
familiar stomping ground - he
graduated from Seminole County's
Lake Howell High School in 1991,
where he was named the nation's
most valuable offensive player as
a high-school senior by USA Today . During his prep career, he
rushed 700 times and racked up 88
touchdowns, 31 in his senior year
alone.
Smith said the entire reason for
his recent transfer was to come
home and be close to his family .
"It doesn't bother me to come
to a I-AA program," he said. "I' ve
been here [UCF] for a while and
there really isn' t anything different. The only difference at a I-A
school is the depth. With my fam-

Please see FSU, page 3

Racial harmony continues to elude college campuses
By STUART DAWRS
College Press Service
Thirty years after Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. delivered his
most famous speech, the dream
of an end to racism and violent

crime has yet to be reached on
college campuses.
"The character and expressions of prejudice have changed
rather seriously," said Howard
Ehrlich, co-director of the Center
for the Applied· Study of

Ethnoviolence. "Whereas earlier
you saw .direct attacks on students, you now find attacks on
the people who are supporting
these programs.You find attacks
on the ethnic studies, women's
studies, gay and lesbian centers."

Studies show that the majority of these crimes still are
being committed by the students
themselves.
"Almost 80 percent of cam-

Please see Harmony, page 7

The halftime show at the
Citrus Bowl was almost as
enjoyable for these children
as the game was for the Penn
State football players who
enjoyed a 31-13 rout over
Tennessee. These children,
dressed up as baby flamingos,
did not allow the rain or wind
to dampen their day.

Please see Parting, page 5
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UCF receives 3 new endowments

DEflHfl'S SKltl ART STUDIO
.
TATTOOS

Individual expression with
r·f .
·
a 1 etlme ~uarantee

Licensed, Award Wmmng
Female Artist
DEANA LIPPENS

Staff report
University of Central Florida
Foundation Inc. officials announced the completion of three
endowments for eminent scholar
chairs at its annual President's
Circle Dinner Nov. 5, bringing
the total number of fully endowed
eminent scholar chairs at UCF to
nine, with one in progress. These
endowments represent- more than
$3 million in gift donations and
state matching funds.
The three chairs are the
SunBank chair of banking, the Al
Burnett/Contemporary Cars eminent scholar ch~ir on accounting
- both in the Co11ege ofBusiness
Administration - and the Bert
Fish Memorial eminent scholar
chair in nursing education in the
College of Health and Public Affairs.
Each eminent scholar chair
represents a $600,000 contribution from its sponsor plus
$420,000 in state matching funds.
The mil1ion-do1Jar-plus endow-

.(

ments are used to bring in distinguished scholars who are natiohall y recognized experts in their
respective fields, thus helping the
university build academic programs on national stature which
relate to the economic, cultural
and educational development of
the region and state.
Each endowment is established
with an initial gift of at least
$100,000 and, under the terms of
the program, is to be completed
within five years of its initial funding. All three endowments have
been completed early.
The SunBank chair was establishe.d in October I.989. · Ted
Hoepner, SunBank's chairman
and CEO, said at the dinner that
his predecessor, Buell Duncan,
provided the leadership for this
effort to help prepare outstanding
graduates who would seek careers
not only with SunBank but other
banks and financial institutions
around Central Florida. The name
reflects the emphasis to be placed
on teaching excellence.
Orlando automobile dealer and

banker Al Burnett came forth with
his initial pledge for an eminent
scholar chair in accounting two
months after the SunBank chair
was instituted. UCF officials look
upon the Burnett endowment as
the foundation on which to build
one of the nation's leading accounting programs.
The Bert Fish chair was established in November 1990 under
the leadership ofBill Schildecker,
executive vice president of the
Bert Fish Foundation, in response
to on-going nursing shortage in
Central Florida. The chair is
named in honor of a former
Volusia County judge and diplomat who died in 1943. The foundation has focused on making
health care more accessible to the
rieedy by founding hospitals and
clinics throughout Volusia County. This chair will operate at
UCF' s Daytona Beach campus.
Now that the endowments have
been fully completed, national
searches will be undertaken.to fill
each of the chairs. That search
process usually takes about a year.

Fine Line De~ign's, Freehand or Cover-ups
14180 '.E. Colonial Dr.
.Orlando, FL 32826
281-1228
Mon-Sat 12-8

Discount

/11 fl otf!fClf('..!..

Apartment Hunters
Directory & Relocation Guide
10,000 copies of The Apartment Hunters Directory & Relocation Guide will be
distributed at more than 150 different locations throughout the Greater Orlando
Area including:
•Chambers of Commerce
• Local Apartment Complexes
• The University of Central Florida
• Over 50 Major Employers
• Valencia Community College
•Area Hotels & Restaurants
• Orlando Trade & Business Schools
-. Real Estate Offices
• And Many More Locations
All properties listed with
Apartment Hunters' referral
service will receive a FREE
Listing! ,

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
( 407) 895-0800
4809 E. Colonial Drive • Orlando, FL 32803

Attention all East
Orlando residents ...
It's finally here- our
very own AfricanAmerican hair and
nail salon.

Walk-Ins Welcome

)

Ebo~y Attitude
380-9228
9318 E. Colonial Dr. (Tower Square) Just
minutes·awa from UCFandValencia

UTAH
Home to the
United States Ski Tearn,
Park City offers diverse
terrain for all skiers from
world class to young
beginners, with over
2,200 skiable acres.
Your D~m Vacation•

Includes:
• Round-trip air transportation
via Delta Air Lines
• Accommodations
• A "skierized" economy
rental car

)

•-Y~, :f;Hfl L-~h FOR RESERVATIONS CAU.:

363-0186

General Restrictions: Rates are based on departures from Or~ando and are valid for travel 1/16 - 4/15194. Prices are per
person. double occupancy, based on specific day of departure. flight times. and availability. Rates are subject to-change
without notice. Unless noted, hotel lax, service charges, gratuities, reQuire direct payment by passenger. Specific booki11g,
advance purchase requirements, rental car, and othar restrictions may apply. Tours operated by Certified Vacations-.

From FSU, page 1

ily here, I couldn't ask for a better
opportunity."
Smith is not the only new name
on the roster. Also transferring to
the Golden Knights are: Jeff
Mccrone, sophomore, quarterback, from FSU; Coriss Hardee,
sophomore, defensive tackle, from
Miami; Kenny Thomas, sophomore, linebacker, from Syracuse
and Dorian Small, sophomore, linebacker, from Akron University.
These players will be eligible
for the 1994 season and will don
the black and gold for the first time
during spring practices.

r------------------------~----------------,

AUTO INSURANCE
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LOWEST DOWN PAYMENT

UCF STUDENTS!

GUARANTEED
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and get free towing
coverage!

FREE QUOTES

Winter Park
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Psychology student receives award
for academic achievements in field
D The award is
given to only two
students each year.
by REX HOGGARD
News Editor

Debbie Jackson Gary, a
graduate student in student psychology at UCF, received one of
the two prestigious awards given
to outstanding psychology students in Florida.
The awards winners were announced 6 Nov. at the Florida
Association
of
School
Psychologist's Conference held in

.Miami.
Jane Fuller, a graduate Assistant in the College of Education,
said,"The Top Student Award is a
recognition award, it is a great
honor simply to be chosen."
Fuller continued, "The award
is given to psychology students
for academic excellence, professionalism and volunteer work
within their communities."
Jackson Gary, a school psychologist for Seminole County
plans to complete her internship
and graduate in May 1994.
"I feel very honored, it is quite
a distinction to be recognized by
your peers," Gray said.
"I feel my interest in the in-

I An auto insurance

I

tune-up could
gwe your µioney
.more mileage.

clusion ofhandicapped children into
classes with non-handicapped children is what distinguished me from
the rest of the field," Gary continued, "Inclusion alJows handicapped
children the opportunity to learn
·
and play like other children."
'1 was also very lucky to have
recieved so many letters - of
recommedation," Gary said, "I'm
sure it heiped me when the competition was close."
In 1992, according to Fuller,
both of the awards were given to
UCF students.
Michelle Porjes, a psychology
student at the University of South
Florida, received the other award
along with-Gary.
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Let me check out the coverage you have on your car.
I might be able to save you some money. Stop by soon

UOUfi' e

and
rll runbyallyou. I\
the details

ill'

good hands~
Allstate

Mike Rosenberg (Agent)
Dan Browne (Agent)
11867 East Colonial Dr.

Orlando. FL 32826

(407) 823-8855
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Alafaya McDonald's Supports
UCF Knights

I
I
I
I
I

. Buy Any Large Sandwich & Get One Free
(Free Sandwich Must Be of Equal or Lesser Value)
Valid until Feb. 28, 1994

1
I
I

I

Not good in conjunction with any othef offer. One coupon per person per visit.

Offer good only at these McDonald's:
12305 University Blvd• 10413 Colonial Dr.• 7409 E. Colonial Dr.

L

-

-
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Free Soft Drink, Tea and Coffee Refills

"

Spring'· Elections 1994
for President and Vice-President
Petition Pick-up
Monday - Friday Jan. 10-14

Declaration of Candidacy
Monday

Friday Jan. 1 7-21

I
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T11AvEl & EvENTS CooRdiNATOR
11

A Leisure Resource Company"

Low Airfares, Cheap Car Rentals
Great Hotel Rates
Located on Aloma at St. Andrews
in the Crealde Executive Mall
2431 ALOMA AVENUE • SUITE 130
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

CALL (407) 677-9285 OR 1-800-392-8253

DISCOUNT PET CENTER
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290-1088
West Orlando
New K-mart Plaza
Silverstar & Hiawassee

657-0747
East-Orlando Superstore
K-mart Pl aza
Goldenrod & University

New Management and staff
Come in and see the
changes we've made!
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Meeting planned to solve
parking fee problems

UCJ

•
LEARN

R~:RN
..
$$$$$.$$$$$_ · : .

TRAIN

$ALES $UCCESS
PROFILE
NOW SHOWING

WHY SHOULD
I TRAIN MY
MY SALES
1
SKILLS
. '------

I

NOW?

AT THE BOOKSTORES
TRAIN

IGHT NOW
G'ET IT!

DeHoog/ Future

"The sticker fee increase will be good if it will help pay for the parking
garage to make more parking available," said Todd Roberts, a junior
majoring in history.

From Parking, page 1
University had an overall "parking master plan" or philosophy.
Other suggestions were made
during the discussion by members of the committee. Dr. Roger
Wayson suggested charging more
for the covered parking. Marlin
suggested differential parkingoff-campus sites, and Dr. Mike
Meeske suggested that other option to alternative parking plans
be reviewed. They suggested a
campus-wide meeting be scheduled for January, so the faculty,

staff, and students could have time
to meet and voice their opinions
and suggestions.
"We need to be ready to mobilize against an increase this
year," Marlin said. "Keeping the
fee the same will not impact the
speed with which we get our first
parking gar.age; it will not prohibit the debt servicing for such a
garage; it will not solve our long
term parking problems. We must
not let the University adopt a
'charge now, figure out how to
spend later' philosophy."
A date has not yet been established for the meeting.

DON T BE A LOSER!
CHECK OUT THE
$ALES $UCCESS PROFILE
AT THE BOOKSTORES TODAY!!!
1

ENTRY LEVEL
MANAGEMENT &
MARKETING

TRAIN YOUR
SALES SKILL
WHILE IN
COLLEGE
FOR A BETTE
HEAD START!

POSITIONS

MEANS SELLING

SALES
APTITUDE
TESTni

r
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SUBS

Do you feel you are receiving your
money's worth at UCF?
"So far, yes. I
recently
transferred over
from Seminole
Community
College, and I
am very happy
with UCF so far."

"In terms of getting an education, I do believe it is worth it;
h·owever, it is going to depend
on if I get a job following
graduation to determine if it is
worth it."

I

:

$5.99

I

One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with other offers or specials.
Double meat available at extra cost.

I
I
I

Mike Rossi, Business
Administration Major, Junior

"Actually, it is
, frustrating. Well,
I guess eventually, yes, but the
difficulty is
getting though
. all the loopholes
they have here,
but I feel after I finish yes it will
be worth it."
Shell Arrington, Nursing
Major, Junior

I

OFFER EXPIRES: 1/30/94

"I would like to
.,:.,.,., have more time
\ with teachers. At
''~ '; least in the
: . graduate program
., it seems the
teachers are
overburdened wit
a lot of administrative responsibilities that keep them from
spending time with the students.
That takes away from the
educational process."
Tina MorteU~ro, Graduate
Student

"It is a philosophical question
for me. It depends on
whether the individual is
American or like me from
Russia. Many people I know
choose this university because
they live here, so it is simply
easier for them. I do believe I
am getting my money's worth."
Mark Ludin, Graduate
Student

O Sudents interested in run- . approval for the position'. Casning for student body president tor received her bachelor's deand vice president can begin gree in ~ducation from
petitioning Jan. 10. Potential Glassboro State College in
· · candidates can receive peti- New Jersey and her master's
tions from the SGA office in the · degree from the University of
Student Union. 500 signatures Miami. Castor will replace Dr.
are required to declare a can- Francis Borkowski.
didacy. The last day to declare
candidacy is Jan. 20. For fur- O A six-week behavior modifither information, contact cation course designed to help
Wendy Wesley at 823-2191.
people quit smoking will be
given by Orlando Regional
O Any student needing to re- Medical Center starting Jan.
take the CLAST Test can do so 10. The course will be held at
by computer with the Computer Orlando Regional Healthcare
Adaptive CLAST, or CAT- Center, and it will teach stress
CLAST. The program allows management tips and provide
those needing to retake the weight control information. The
reading, English language skills
course cost is $85 and flexible
or math subtests an opportuclass times are available. For
nity to do so. The essay subfurther
information call the
test is not available with CATORHS
Healthline
at 648-7899.
CLAST. To registerforthe CAT-

5109.
OThe Florida Board of Regents
selected Betty Castor as the
next president of the University of South Florida Dec. 1o.
Castor is currently Florida's
commissioner of education.
The Regents Selection Committee gave Castor unanimous

One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with other off...., or specials
Double meat avallabi:"crt extra cost.·
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT THIS LOCATION

3912ALAFAYATRAIL
(1/2 BLOCK SOUTH OF UNIVERSITY
BLVD. OPPOSITE UCF)

OFFER EXPIRES: 1/30/94

John Ligeon, Biology Major,
Sophomore

NEWS BITS

CLAST, students must contact
the institutional testing administrator at the Counseling and
Te&ting Center. A photo ID as
well as a $30 check will be
required to take the test. Firsttime candidates are not eligible.
For more information call 823-

I

Av A TAAi L I
I OFFER GOOD ONLY AT THIS LOCATJON I 391 2 ALAf'KI
K
I 3912ALAFAYATRAIL I (1/2BLOCKSOUTHOFUNIVERSITY I
I (1/2 BLOCK SOUTH OF UNIVERSITY I
BLVD. OPPOSITE UCF)
I
BLVD. OPPOSITE UCF)
I
277-3350

I

ONE

FREE
: (wlhpurdlaso~a.-mdriM)

:I

O UCF's radio station, WUCF
FM, will soon be upgrading to
40,000 watts. The 89.9 .news
department is increasing its
staff and is accepting applications, for news writers, reporters and anchors. Join the team
by calling 823-2444 weekday
afternoons between 2-7 p.m.
Or, stop by the station (located
on the first floor of the library)
and ask for News Director
Trace Trylko.
Complied by Rex Hoggard
News Editor

I
I
I
:

I

I
I

I

I
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Cyndi Renard, Education
Major, Junior

"It just seems sometimes they
could be doing more for the
students I think. Especially
when it comes to the availability of computers in some of
the areas around here; it
seems like there is not
enough to go around for
everyone to use."

I
I
I

COMPUTER NUTS
Mail order prices .. .locally
Custom PC Systems • Upgrades • Parts • Repairs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DELUXE SYSTEMS
--------------- --486DX2·661128K VLB 1639
486DX·50/128K VLB 157,9
486DX40/128K VLB 1419
486DX·3l/128K VLB 1439
486SX·25/128K VLB 1219
486DLC-40/128K ISA 1189

CUSTOMIZATIONS
Extra 4 Meg RAM
Extra 12 Meg RAM
VLB IDE with 1/0
VLB Video 1 Meg
425 MB Hard Drive
341 MB Hard Drive
130 MB Hard Drive
387DX40 Math Co.
250 MB Tape Drive

Add 176
Add . 460
Add 20
Add 30
Add 130
Add 60
Sub 76
Add 59
Add 164

Microsoft Mouse
Paradise Accel 24
Paradise Value
17" CD< 1760DF
15" CD< 1561LR
14.4 Fax Modem
24196 Fax Modem
250VAUPS
Surge Arrest S3T

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

30
130

30
470
140
129

42
109
49

Systems klclude: Motherboard w/CPU, 4MB RAM, 251 MB Hard Orne, 1.2 MB and 1.44 MB Floppy
Drives, IDE 2H/2F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB Video Card, 14" SVGA .28 Monitor, 101 Keyboard,
Case w'l2.0 Watt Power Supply, DOS 6.2, Windows 3.1, 3-Button Mouse

ADD MULTIMEDIA FOR 1994
Toshba 3401 B CD ROM
389
Pro Audio Spectrum 16
139 Sound Galaxy NX Pro 119
Panasonic CDR 562 CD ROM 209
So111d Blaster 16 Basic
135 80 Watt Speakers
89
Mitsumi CO ROM
159 Sound Blaster Pro Deluxe 1fg LABTEC PC Speakers 24
Choose from our selection of CD titles Prices IQWest

7359 Lake Underhill Road

Mon-Sat 10am - 6pm

(At the ~omer ·of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

VISA,

,
~SI'ERCARD

Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax: (407) 658-9615

& DISCOVER ACCEPTED

IT'S THE SEMINAR YOU'VE
BE.EN WAITING FOR!!
STUDENT
ALUMNI -ASSOCIATION .
.
)

PRESENTS

PREPARING FOR YOUR PROFESSIONAL
CAREER I PREPARING FOR GRADUATE
SCHOOL"

11

A ~ SEMINAR FOR SAA MEMBERS WHO WANT
INFORMATION ON EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS, INTERVIEWING,
RESUME WRITING, CO-OPING, GRADUATE RECRUITING, SARC
PREP COURSffi, CAREER RFSOURCE CENTER, AND MORE.

+OUTSTANDING SPEAKERS
+PANEL DISCUSSIONS
+QUESTION I ANSWER PERIOD
+FREE LUNCH AND SNACKS

SATURDAY, JANUARY 22, 1994
9AM TO 2:30PM
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION RM. 116
SPACE IS LIMITED; RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED. FOR
MORE INFORMATION OR TO R.S.V.P., CALL 823-2586.
Non-members may attend for $5. (Or why not join SAA for $15.
and enjoy great benefits all year long!!)

UIF
SAA
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pus crimes appears to be studenton-studen t," said Dorothy G. Siegel,
aprofessor ofpsychology at Towson
State University.
In the past year, numerous
compuses have been scarred by hate
crimes and racial tensions. Perhaps
the worst single incident of raCial
violence this year occurred at the
University of Nevada-Las Vegas.
Graduate student Srinivas
Chiruduri burned to death while
working in a UNLV laboratory, and
Asian-Indian student groups have
alleged that he was set afire by two
men who said the .were too many
foreigners in the country. Authorities originally called the event an
accident, but the investigation continues.
A racial brawl at Olivet College in Michigan last April caused
the hospitalization of two students
and a temporary withdrawal ofmost
of the school's 60 black students.
In May, Mexican-American
students staged a violent protest at
theUniversityofCalifomia-LosAngeles in response to the
administration's decision not to establish a Chicano studies department.
And this fall black students at
the University of North Carolina
and Ohio State University have
staged large-scale protests and rallies to demand black cultural centers.

.--------------------------------------------...,

Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with.
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
comfortable care for over eight years. And I'd like you
t9 experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
S24, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for lJ. C.F. Studen1.s with Valid I.D.

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
(an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns• Check gums for disease• Oral cancer
scr~ening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss find ings • Get
treatment recommendations
c'all today, because this offer ends lt/30/ 94

George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando Dental

Certified: Dental Implant Prosthetics
Member: American Dental Association,
Academy of General Dentistry, Academy fo r
Sports Dentistry, Florida Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society

17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Call 282-2101

Team Dentist: University of Central Florlda1

It is our o ffice policy that the pa tient and any oche r person responsible for payment has the right ro refu se to pay, cancel paymenr , or be reimbursed for payme nt fo r any or her service, examination, or trearmenr which is
perfo rmed as a resulr of a nd within 72 hours of respond ing to the adverrisemenr for the free, discounred fee, or reduced fee service, examination, or treatme nt.
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Writers
Wanted.
Get involved
with campus
activities and
build a resume
while doing it.
Looking for
writers for all
sections:
News
Sports
Features
Opinion
Photographers
and editorial
cartoonists also
needed.
Call 823-8192
for more
information, or
come by our
office at 12243
University Blvd.,
in the UC6
Shopping Center.

Save more. It's been rented before.
NEW

Chest of
Drawers
from
$49.95
0

Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on previously lt:ased, brand name furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

3-Pc. Occasional Tables ........... from $ 59.99
Sleeper & Chair Sets ...........••.....from $199.99
5-Pc. Dinette Sets........................f rom $ 99 .99
Twin Bed Sets..•.•.........................from $ 19.99
1920 Semoran Boulevard, 678-2677
Store Hours: Mon-Fri, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.;
Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

CORT.

FURNITURE RENTAL
CLEARANCE CENTER
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Computer group envisions future
CUG and Mail-Server connect users from UCF to Russia
by TOM BAYSTOll JR.
Staff Writer

Students helping students with
their computer questions is just
one of the ways members of the
UCF Computer Users Group are
taking advantage of the new campus computer network, called Pegasus Mail-Server. The CUG members are using computers to exchange messages, discuss ideas,
plan activities, call meetings, and
even publish and distribute their
own electronic newsletter, the CUG
E-News.
"To promote and facilitate
practical computing in an academic
environment..." reads the preamble
to the CUG ' s constitution. The
motto under the E-News banner
reads "Technology With A Human Inter-face." Officially a student organization, the Computer
Users Group is also open to faculty, administration, and even university staff who are interested in
using computers and the computer
network.
A Pegasus electronic mail or
"e-mail" account also includes access to the Internet, a governmentfunded telecomputing network that
con nects thousands of campuses,
government agencies, and lately
more and more commercial businesses, not just in the U.S. but all
over the world.
With a device called a modem, which connects computers
over ordinary telephone lines, you
can access the Pegasus network
and the Internet from your home
computer.
The Computer Users Group
likes to emphasis that it is not just
for computer science and engineering majors.
"The operative word here is
'Users', and at a university that
means just about everybody," says
CUG Executive Director Tom
Baystori.
CUG Director Theresa Conrad
a senoir majoring in English says,
"The UCF.CUG . is working to
make· life easier for everyone on
campus by improving communications between administration,
faculty and staff, and students.
·
Learning how to -use the

Internet as a resource for expand- is a CUG Director and member of
ing academic, career, and other the Sigma Tau Delta English Honpursuits is a favorite topic when ors Society.
CUG members get together. They
"We have been using four
have even turned the learning pro- people on telephones just to- recess into a game. The UCF.CUG mind everybody about each of our
has a school team that competes meetings," Conrad observed, "but
with other teams from all over the with e-mail you can send the same
globe in a game called Internet- message to everyone with just the
Hunt, an information "scavenger push of a button."
hunt". The object is to find the
CUG members help each
correct information somewhere on other find computer programs they
the Internet and return the answers need. There are thousands of comto the inventor of the game, an puter programs for MS-DOS,
educator named Rick Gates in Cali- Macintosh, and even Unix and OS/
2 systems available free via the fornia.
CUG members majoring in Internet, if you know where to
all fields are exploring ways to look and what you are looking for.
incorporate the new computer tech- Some programs are shareware try
nologies and networking into their it first, pay later, some are free to
studies.
the public, and some are provided
The UCF school of business by programmers like the GNU
administration has been at the fore- Project that are motivated by a
front in introducing underclassmen philosophy that all essential comto computers and computer net- puter information, including proworking. Little wonder - more grams, should be free of payment
than 50% of .all Internet traffic is and royalties.
commercial, and it is the fastest
The Internet also gives stugrowing segment of the Internet.
dents access to ongoing global conRachel Lacorte, a student in versations on every topic imaginRussian studies, has been convers- able-from political correctness
ing via e-mail with students in to rock-n-roll.
Moscow since last semester.
To this end the , UCF.CUG
English major Ken Nuckols supports President Hitt' s call for
belongs to so many online litera- equitable funding from the State
ture discussion groups that he says of Florida. ·Equitable funding is
he dare not neglect his e-mailbox equal state spending per student
for one day without it filling a on all campuses.
megabyte of disk space.
"We will throw our full supOther special interest groups port behind Dr. Hitt for equity
are concerned with computer . funding," says Conrad, "IfDr. Hitt
graphics and computer animation, will support the students in turn by
electronic magazines, and MIDI spendingafairportionofthatfund(Musical Instrument Digital Inter- ing on bwlding up the computer
system at the university for the use
face) sound.
The UCFNon-traditional Stu- of the student body at large."
dents played a key role in getting
The only requirement to join
the UCF.CUG started, and many UCF Computer Users Group is to
NSA students made up !he found- have · a campus e-mail accour.i:.
ing core of the Computer Users Pegasus accounts are available to
Group. NSA President Barbara all students for $12 per semester.
· Truman said, "As a shared elec- ·, A Pegasus account is usu.ally
tronic forum for referral and ~up granted with any PC-Lan account
port, CUG offers beginning and given through a UCF class assignadvanced computer users a means ment, but the CUG recommends
to get more done, in less time with an independent account that can
next to no costs, while having fun be maintained from one semester
and learning valuable skills."
to the next and through the semesThe CUG is encouraging other ter breaks. ·
on-campus groups to use the netTo join UCF.CUG, send an ework to organize their own clubs mail message: To bayston@pegasus
and organizations. Theresa Conrad Subject: Join CUG.
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"Save With People Who Care"
SR22's • DWl's •Tickets• Accidents• Young Drivers

LOW DOWN PAYMENT

-EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS-
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UCF STUDENT
• DISCOUNTS •
CALL TODAY- FREE QUOTE
(

644-3321
2311 LEE ROAD (1/4 MILE E. OF 1-4)
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Wolff system tanning at

Tan-Fastique
Tanning Salon

10 Visits for $25.o·o
• Acrylic Nails (student di.scounts available)
• Massage therapist
• NEW TRIM & SLIM THIGH CREAM NOW
AVAILABLE
Reedy Plaza• 10376 E. Colonial
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. New computer frontiers are endless as well as useful
By THERESA CONRAD
Contributing Writer

A college campus have always
been an exciting place for me
because of the air of excitement
that change always generates. Any
frontier lures those who look to the
future, and the frontier of
knowledge is no exception.
There is a certain pioneer spirit
that makes learning new
knowledge a fabulous adventure,
as opposed to the acquisition of
knowledge that is time-honored.
In other words, being part of a
group of people who are learning
about things that didn't even exist
just a couple of years ago is an
incredible experience. The Pegasus

network at UCF for exam.pie, is the Internet as a totally awesome
only a few months old. Jim Ennis research tool.
and the people at Computer
The applications for those of us
Services who have put it together. who have to do research, the Net is
are looking toward the future, an awesome tool. Use Veronica to
adding to the available information look at every university on the Net
on our net by quantum leaps. The to find out information about
implications of networking, even whatever subject you choose.
on a small scale such as our
There are several organizations
individual campus, are staggering. that are working to put alJ of the
Imagine if every student literary canonical works on line;
possessed an electronic mailbox. imagine not having to check out a
Gone are the past hassles of paper book to read an assigned
attempting to let all your students text. Or having access to the
know a class has been canceled, or collected works of all the great
that a meeting of your fraternity/ Romantic poets.
Because
of
Internet's
sorority/society is Wednesday at4
p.m. Do all your library research phenomenal growth,, it's a neverahead of time at home if you have ending source of rich and exciting
a computer with a modern, and use _experiences.

At life File, a walk-in laboratory
testing center, you can get a full range
of HN and immune status blood tests
with or without a doctor's orders.
No appointment is needed. You're on
your way in about 10 minutes. And
because our prices are so reasonable,
you can afford to keep better track of
your health. Plus, you get test results
and explanations that make sense.
Stop by life File, where laboratory
testing is quick, convenient,
accurate, affordable, and, of course,
stridly confidential

A Walk-In Laboratory

Testing Center
7113 University Blvd.,
Winter Park, FL 32792
(407) 678-7118

r-ax (407) 678·8988
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Change, good
!)

,,
,

and bad, during
the past year
The year 1993 will be remembered as a year of
excessive socio-political contradiction and complexity, a
year of ambiguous blessings and ambivalent leadership.
The new administration of President Clinton brought
within itself the realities of a society coming of age. His
cabinet represented the changing face of the nation, still
progressing on the path of social integration and evolution,
a cabinet as colorful as America.
In 1993, women occupied some of the most important
offices in the cabinet: the Attorney General, Health and ·
Human Services, and the Surgeon General. These positions
can determine the future direction of our social growth as a
nation, and the policies that these offices effect charter the
well-being of our social fabric. It would not be an
exaggeration to state that in 1993, women were in the
forefront of leadership.
Perhaps, an indication of ongoing change could be
sought in the shifting sense of priorities which we
witnessed in 1993. Issues such as the reformation of our
health care system gained prominence. As a society which
had for so long eluded the responsibility to provide
universal health care, we finally accepted the fact that one
way or another, this was an eventuality which will greatly
effect our future.
The rising crime rate and the plight of our inner cities
also continued to capture our attention. A watered-down
version of the Brady Bill was passed along with an
enormous crime bill to fund the construction of more
prisons. While these events were a start, it is very
promising to see 1600 people on the news trading in their
weapons for gift certificates to Toys 'R Us. Christmas 1993
had a wondrous new meaning for many.
On the international scene, no other memory will retain
such historical vividness as the handshake between two
long-time archrivals: Arafat of the PLO, and Rabin of
Israel. The Israelis and the Palestinians transcended their
political egos to insure a better tomorrow for their children.
Though we all understand much still needs to be
accomplished in the Middle East, and that a lot more needs
to be done to insure faith and trust between Israel and the
PLO, l 993 will be remembered as the year in which the
two sides finally shook hands.
As 1994 progresses, we as a nation must deal with the
ongoing struggles and changes that continue in our nation
and the world. We can only hope for continued
improvements from the positive aspects of 1993, and for
change in the negative. All of us at the Future wish you
good luck in the new year.

Not everyone unhappy with
the quality of dorm life at UCF
The lead story in our Nov. 17, 1993 issue reported that
several UCF students were quite dissatisfied with the
quality of dorm life at UCF. A number of students who
were living in the makeshift dorms at the EconoLodge
hotel on the corner of Alafaya and Highway 50 were
particulary upset.
After the story ran, we received a good number of
letters from students living on campus who said they were
quite happy with the quality of dorm life at UCF. Many
praised the organized events, such as movie nights and
volleyball games.
So what's all this show? Much like everything else one
campus, opinion is definitely mixed.
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Individual styles should be respected
Because no two people are exactly
alike, it is nearly impossible to have
too much in common with any one
person. Walk, talk, stride, pride, dress
and manners are as perfectly personal
as our very own fingerprints.
Everything we have learned and
everywhere we have been shape who
we are and expand our personal
boundaiies to new directions. And since content is often
overrated, attention to style is frequently ignored. Simply said,
it is not only what we wear to class that impresses peers and
professors, but how we wear it. And because style outfits an
.individual with perfect uniqueness, to copy the dress and
manners of another person can transform good intentions into
disaster when the thief is viewed as a Mitsubishi on which a
Mercedes emblem is hastily taped.
I was driving home when my friend in the passenger seat
pointed out a truck in the lane next to us. The low-bed Ford
Explorer was painted totally white with the obvious exception
oflarge purple triangles painted on the hood and on the door.
In addition, the rear tires were much larger than the ones on
front, which made the passengers appear to almost be sliding
off their seats onto the floor. Had the passengers in the truck
raised their hands, it would have instantly appeared like two
men's initial descent on a roller coaster.
"A lot of Mary Jane had to be inhaled to put a person
in the frame of mind to want to detail his truck like... well,
that!"
I bit my tongue later when I realized that it's not my
position to evaluate the style of another person.
As students on a relati"'.ely large, populated campus, we
see things we don't like or understand every day. Most of us,
however, make no attempt to make sense of the nonsense
presented, because itjusttakes too much time. It's much easier
to denounce scenes we encounter that make little or no
common sense to us. In my case, this truck was not worth the
energy it took to give a second look. As humans, we are quick
to criticize, as was I.
I was showing a blazer I had just purchased to a friend
who happens to hate my taste in clothes. "Fourty, how d'you
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TRAVELING SHOES
like 'is new jacket?
"I don't. Why you dress so plain, no way?"
"Huh?"
"Everything you wear is so stuffy - jeans, some
conservative shirt, and a jacket. You look like a U.S. senator.
Youjis' a college student."
I had never thought about it before.
"An' you walk too straight, throwing your shoulder
back and your head all high. You look right stuck-up to me."
"What's wrong with the way I walk?'
"'Gi' me some money. I'll buy you some fly clothes."
"Negro, please. I ain't aimin' to give you nothing."
"Fine, then." He began to take off his XX-Large Cross
Colors T-shirt that hung clear down to his knees. I had often
wondered if that shirt had ever caused him to trip and fall while
traveling to class.
"Here, try this on, main." I slid the shirt on over my
own. He removed his Snoop Doggy Dogg phunky cap and
handed it to me. ''Put 'ton!"
I squeezed the cap over my head. I looked ridiculous.
He spent the next 20 minutes teaching me how to walk
like I was from the streets. Before long, we were struttin' and
strollin' and getting merry like Christmas.
I looked in the mirror, then atFourty's smile, then just
stood there looking pathetic. Ilooked awful ~nd felt miserable;
meanwhile, Fourty smiled in admiration of his new creation,
the perlect clone of himself. I had surrendered the uniqueness
of my own sty le to pacify my friendFourty (for nearly an hour,
anyway).
As young adults, it is to our betterment that we realize
that slandering someone's sty le is a desperate attempt to place
ourselves above somebody else. We are not only attacking the
method or manner, but also, the person, since the person IS his
or her method of doing things. Tolerance and patience are our
passports to understanding.
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NAFTA, shmafta!!! Moms and Daughters who like to party
Happy New Year to all y'all. I
hope you had a funky fresh Winter
Break. My Winter Break... well .. .it
was nothing short of spectacular. It
was wicked cool, and some would
even call it stoopid phat, but I'm
not one to hastily label something
stoopid phat when it isn't stoopid
phat. Wicked cool? Yes. Stoopid
phat? I don't know; I'll let you, the
college-educated reader, decide on
the stoopid phatness of my Winter Break.
I'm writing this on a train that is speeding through
North Carolina on a cold Sunday evening. My initial plan was
to take the small fortune I expected to reap from .the Le
Soapbox Christmas Catalog and use it to buy around-trip train
ticket to Chicago so Dave and I could visit our friend Dan.
Unfortunately, I didn't make a damn cent (thanks a lot "fans"),
so I owe Dave a hefty sum of money. But Personal Bankruptcy
means nothing to this Intrepid Journalist because while in
Chicago, I had the distinct privilege of sharing a television .
studio with a woman by the name of Jones.
Jenny Jones, that is:.
We originally wanted to be on "Oprah," but alas, her phone
number for tickets was perpetually busy. Ultimately, it didn't
matter what talk show we went on. Our only aim was to see
who could get the most applause via bombastic talk-show
rhetoric.
Our lines were all based on the assumption that we would
have·ahigh-falootin' topic such as crime orrascism to contend
with. Dave was going to say: .
"We seem to be missing the point here, Jenny. I mean, we
talk about the black race, and the white race, and the green,
purple, and pink race, but really, Jenny, there's just one race
and that's the Human Race. This rascism stuff, I just don't
think that's right."
Dan was going to say:

her breasts and the lime juice on her tongue. Daughter was the
Stereotypical Teenage Slut we all went to high school with,
carrying a bad perm on head and a Guns n' Roses tune inJiead.
She was reprimanded several times by Jenny for calling her
mother (Le Soapbox Word of Warning: Foul Language
Necessary to Column Straight Ahead: If you don't want brutal
"Jenny, it's about two things: Respect and Love. I just want realism, read something soft and fluffy, perhaps Knightlife ....)
to say that I respect these alcoholic teen mothers, and I think "a fucking bitch," and disagreeing with her mother's point of
that what they need is a BIG HUG (spreads arms apart in the view with a heartfelt "Bullshit!"
On the right side of the stage was a mother/daughter
International Big Lug Gesture)."
relationship
strengthened by partying together.
I was going to say:
By
getting
drunk
and picking up men together, they said that
"Jenny, I don't know much, but I do know this: It's a sad ·
they
were
able
to
have a relationship based on honesty and
state of affairs when this great land of ours succumbs to the
friendship
instead
of
merely mother/daughter. For Daughter's
scourge go drug addiction. It MUST BE STOPPED!!!"
18th
birthday,
Mother
threw a huge party with male strippers
We each called "Dibs!" on our phrases, and agreed that use
and
had
a
cake
baked
to
resemble an enormous penis. When
of the "Life's too short to keep all of this hatred inside of you!"
we
heard
about
the
penis
cake, we, the co-hosts shrieked and
from the Ricki Lake commercial was fair game for anyone
whinnied the way the pre-teen studio audience of "Saved by
who wanted to use it.
We got to the NBC Studios in Downtown Chicago and the Bell: The College Years" shrieks and whinnies when
waited in the Jenny Jones line, eager for intellectual discourse, Sanchez takes his shirt off.
Instinctively, we reached for our remote controls. They
desirous of rational debate, thirsty for knowledge and ready to
put our two cents in with regards to the best way to eliminate weren't there; we were trapped ill' a pastel purple talk show
the woes of American society. And what was our intelligence- studio with a boring topic. Jenny, meanwhile, avoided us like
laden topic? What dispute were we, the co-hosts (the producer the proverbial plague. Dan was told by the producer that he
told us before the taping that Jenny considers the studio would be on with his "Respect.." question, but Jenny didn't or
audience to be her "co-hosts") supposed to settle? What Great wouldn't talk to us.
However, we tried to look fascinated in the midst of the
American Controversy were we going to get to the bottom of
Mother/Daughter Partying Controversy by stroking our chins
right here on the Jenny Jones Show?
and nodding oropening our eyes really wide and hooting when
"Moms and Daughters who Party Together."
It's quite a dilemma. Should moms sneak their under-age sex was mentioned in the hopes that the Candid Camera would
daughters into bars, get drunk and pick up men together? We, get us.
But it looks like we won't be on the Jenny Jones Show,
theco-hosts, weren'tsure,butwe.weresureofthis:Wewanted
except perhpas as a few background mugs. The topic again is
to know more ...
This is where the.distinguished panel came in. On the left "Moms and Daughters who Party Together." Check your
side of the stage was a mother/daughter relationship tom to local listings for time and station. It's very thought provoking;
smithereens because mother likes to party. Mom works at a Reverend Brian can testify to that. y OU, 11 be glad you tuned in.
You can stop reading now.
bar, and she serves tequila to her clients by putting the salt on

Chris Besaw

Why Not

!. rfi;!
Violent video games: Yet another government scapegoat
In 1985, when I was 12, my absolute
favorite pastime was playing a
. computer game called The Bilestoad,
a game whose object was to cut off the
opponent's appendages one at a time.
Even though my Apple //e's graphics
capabilities were limited, to say the
least, I got a real kick out of chopping
· off the other guy's arms, seeing the
blood squirt, and watching my newly handicapped opponent
try to defend himself against me, with one arm.
It's now 1994, I'm 21, and I've yet to kill, rape, or
carjack anyone. I don't start fights and refuse to associate
with anyone who believes that violence is an appropriate
way to solve disputes.
But, imagine this: I love playing violent video games.
Know why? THEY'RE NOT REAL! I can't even begin to
count how many quarters I've sunk into Smash TV, a video
game that simulates a futuristic TV show, where contestants
are rewarded with a years supply of meat products for
blasting opponents into a bloody oblivion. I've yet to play
Mortal Kombat, or any of the video games currently being
attacked as excessively violent, but I think I can safely say

• •,
I would probably enjoy them.
I can only laugh in dismay when I flip through the
channels and see tapes of various senators and the almighty
Attorney General Janet Reno herself proclaim that violent
video games are causing the youth of America to commit
violent crime.Unfortunately, our government is not willing
to accept the fact that it's entirely inadequate juvenile
justice system, coupled with revolving-door prisons, are
to blame. Violent and sexual video games are just the latest
scapegoat.
If anything, video games like Mortal Kombat (where
two players fight each other and rip each other's spinal
cords out) prevent violent crime, as it serves as means for
players to release aggressive energies. Fourteen-year-olds
who kill other teenagers simply have not played too much
Nintendo, but quite possibly too little.
The notion of a video game ratings system is ridiculous

as well, as itdoesn'ttake a genius to figure out that labeling
a game "adults only" will only serve to increase its demand
to the underage market. A government imposed ratings
system, as several members of Congress have threatened
to institute if the industry does not come up with its own,
would only be one more needless government intrusion
and would further erode the First Amendment.
Though it's probably my naive optimism, perhaps one
day Congress and the rest of the government will finally
begin to focus on the real problems that contribute to
violent crime: poor laws, and even worse enforcement. In
the meantime, though, I'll continue pumping quarters like
crazy into Smash TV.

***
Is it just me, or have the bathroom signs at UCF been
changed? The usual icons of a man and a woman have been
replaced with signs simply reading "men" and "women."
Other colleges have replaced the bathroom icons because
certain wacko feminists have complained that the icons are
sexist, because the male icon is large and broad-shouldered,
while the female one is "petite and passive." Could the
replacement of the bathroom signs be the latest round of
UCF political correctness? Let's hope not.
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Sad handgun story: Nine dress shirts slain in cold blood

,

Americans are very upset about crime. It has become such a
serious problem that even the U.S. Congress has taken precious
time away from campaign fund raising to pass a toughAnti-Crime
Bill, which will make the streets safer for decent, law-abiding
citizens by imposing harsh mandatory minimum penalties on Sen.
Bob Packwood.
But government action alone is not the answer. I believe that,
to fight this crime wave, we need to remember what our pioneer
foreparents did when they were settling the Wild West, and there
were few lawpersons around to defend civilians from the cattle
rustlers and the gunslingers and the highwaypersons and the
roving outlaw gangs of Amway distributors.
In those days, ordinary civilians sometimes had no choice but
to form posses, saddle up their horses and bring lawbreakers to
justiceattheendofthebarrelofagun.Irealizethatwhatl'mabout
to say is highly controversial, but maybe it's time we did the same
thing. That's right: If the police can't protect us, then maybe it's
time we exercised our constitutional right to keep-and bearhorses. A criminal is going to think twice about entering your
bedroom if he knows there's a horse in there. Especially if he (the
criminal, also the horse) has new shoes.
Another option, of course, is to buy a handgun. This is a
controversial issue, so let me state out front that whatever YOU
think about the handgun issue, it is my firm belief that-and you
may call me a courageous individual if you wish-you are 100
percent correct. But whateveropinion we jointly hold, we need to
consider the implications of a handgun-related news item that was
reported recently by Tom McNiff of the Ocala Star-Banner.
This item, which I am not making up, describes a tragic incident
involving a Marion County commissioner named Norm Perry,
whose wife, Betty, was getting ready for a weekend visitto Miami.

SELL
IT!

Banner reports that, at Commissioner Perry's suggestion, Mrs.
Perry was planning to take a handgun with her to Miami. As she

Needlesstosay,Normwasnervousaboutthis,becauseMiamihas
a reputation for having a bad crime problem.
AUDIENCE: How bad is it?
It's so bad that this punch line has been stolen. (Rim shot,
answered by gunshots.)
Seriously, I happen to live in South Florida, and the crime
situationdownhereisreallynotthatbad,aslongasyoutakecertain
basic precautions-locking you doors, avoiding poorly lit areas,
moving to Idaho, etc. But life down here can be unnerving. For
example, a while back we rented one of those warehouse storage
lockers, so we could store some of our stuff in there for a couple
of years before throwing it all away. The rental guy asked me to
sign a piece of paper, and he said (this is a real quote):
'This just says you're not going to use itto store any, like, drugs
or human bodies."
I looked at him.
"You'd be surprised," he said.
You would be surprised. Here's another true Miami story: On
Thanksgiving Day, some workers were trying to fix a clogged
toilet at a rental duplex, and they found A PERSON IN THE
SEPTIC TANK. (This person was deceased. Fortunately for
him.) Police don't know how the body got there, but it's a safe bet
that it wasn't an accident, unless we're talking about one of those
EXTRE~Y high-suction toilets.
But getting back to Commissioner Perry and his wife: The Star-

was packing however, she discovered that the gun was jammed;
so she brought it to Commissioner Perry, who was standing in
front of his closet, deciding on what to wear. He was working on
the gun when suddenly, unexpectedly, it went off.
You have probably already guessed what happened: The
bullet-in yet another ofthe senseless tragedies that we read about
all too often these days-went through nine of Commissioner
Perry's dress shirts.
'Those shirts are $25 to $30 apiece," he told the Star-Banner.
A terrible waste, you say? Yes. But sometimes you must pay
a price for vigilance. In today's crime-ridden society, there could
very easily have been acriminal hiding in the backofCommissioner
Perry's closet, planning to steal enough money to afford air fare
to Miami. And this criminal could easily have been penetrated by
Norm's bullet, which would have meant that he (the criminal, also
the horse, if Commissioner Norm kept one in there) would no
longer be roaming the streets and victimizing innocent people.
Instead, he would be successfully suing Commissioner Perry for
millions of dollars.
So let me just state, as a South Florida resident, how grateful I
to Commissioner Perry for caring enough about his wife's
safety to want to send her down here withahandgun. The one thing
we need more of down here is armed people, which is why, on
behalfoftheChamberofCommerce,IamurgingEVERYBODY
who is thinking of visiting South Florida to feel free to bring the
weapon of his or her choice, although we do remind you that,
before you travel with a gun, you should take the standard
precaution of test-firing it in Commissioner Perry's closet.
Also, flush with care.
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If you•re interested in the ultimate
college experience ...

is interested in YOU!!
In the
Central
Horida
Future
Uassilieds.
OJll 8238054to

place your
ad.

All students interested in applying for the
1994 Orientation Teain ntust attend one of the
following information sessions:
Monday, January 24th
11 :00 A.M. &3:00 P.M.

·Tuesday, January 25th
3:00 P.M.
All information meetings will be held in the
Student Center Auditorium
For more information call 823-5105

r

Classified

The Central Florida Future

Female, Christian, Non-smoking roommate for house near campus. $225 &
1/3 utilities. Call 365-2940. Available
1/1/94.

I

CLUB INFO

FOR SALE

I

THEUCFENTREPRENEURSCLUB 1--~~~~~~~~~~--1
Join us for our Orientation Meeting
Roommate wanted-non-smoker &
Wednesday, Jan. 19 at 5:15 p.m.
female. $275 mo. + 1/3 utilities. Call
College of Business, Room 134
380-3523.
• Discuss your business ideas
• Networking
• Speaker's program
• Learn to start a successful business Minutes to campus ...
! For more information call Marcus @
4 bedrooms 3 full baths ...
I407-275-0290.
Large rooms, 2 story. All Appl ....
,___ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ ___. Must be neat non-smoker....
1

UCF Newman Club
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass on campus, SOL,
Sundays at 11 a.m.
Call 281-4438 for more info.

$295 + 1/3 ...
call now 678-2449

HP 9121 computer, monitor, ThinkJet
printer, modem, carrying case,. lots of
software, $250. HP 48SX calculator
$140. 3-piece sectional sofa $40. Call
Eric 834-4146.

Waterbed-Queen waveless with
book-case headboard & six drawer
pedestal $125. 568-5065.

Bed Queen Set, orthopedic, never
used. Must sell! $125.00. 672-5103.

Roommate wanted, own room, near
UCF, $255 mo. 1/3 utl., call Mike 3823101.

AUTOS

ROOMMATES
1979 Mazda 82200 pickup. $600.00.
275-8693. Call George.

Female roommate wanted to share
house w/male and female. Own room
I
Female roommate to share three bed- I & bath, $240 + 1/3 utilities 658-1222.
room two bathroom house 5 min from
UCF. $300+1/3 utilities, 273-3805.

FOR RENT

Roommate to share 4 bd/2 ba house
15 min. from UCF, $300+1/3 utilities,
call 281-6437, non-smoker only.

I

.

For rent2-Bedrm apt, walking distance
to UCF, 363-5636.

!

Male NS to share 3 bd/2 1/2 ba > - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - <
townhouse 1Omin from campus. Large
bedroom, W/D, dis·h-~asher, micro, et~., For rent 2-bedrm apt walking distance
$200/mo. + 1/3 ut11it1es, $200 deposit. to UCF with W/D, micro, 363-5636.
Call 679-4040, leave message.

1981 Kawasaki CSR650. 22. ,000 miles
$950.00. Garage kept. 275-8693.Call
George.

Honda Accord LX 1984, ice cold a/c,
auto, sunroof, one owner, only $1995 .
Call Tony at 423-4045.

'I

Waterford Lakes, room for rent $250
plus utilities 1/2, 382-2830, prefer female to share home.
>-------------~

Lovely2B2Bduplex, a/c, heat, vertical
blinds, washer-dryer, near Hwy 50 &
Dean Ad. $425 mo. $300 security, call
648-5136 or eve 862-3188.

HELP WANTED
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn
upto$2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
Travel. Summer and full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1-206-

January 12, 1994

COORDINATOR: Summer Youth Em- Sports enthusiast reporter. Meet at
ployment Program for disadvantaged. Wild Pizza Fri. Jan. 14 12-1 p.m. Ask
Full time/temporary 8 month position
front desk for room. Forfurtherinfo call
(strong possibility for permanent)
Jose 282-4910.
MUST have JTPA and formal mgmt.
experience/fast paced challenging
position. Prefer Masters, leadership
skills a must.
Resume to: Private Industry Council,
212 S. Sanford Ave.
Sanford, FL 32771
EOE
Closing date: 211/94
ADVANTAGE MOVING & BOX CO.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l Moving-local and long distance. Storage as low as $20 per month with this
FRIENDLY, OUTGOING PERSON ad. $1 O off any local move and 10% off
NEEDED FOR PART-TIME RECEP- any out of state move with this ad. 894TIONIST POSITION. 8-10 HOURS A 4444.
WEEK. HEALTH CLUB/TANNING
SALON. PLEASE CALL 679-2669
AFTER 3 P.M.

SERVICES

AA Cruise & Travel Jobs. Earn
$2,500/mo +travel the world free!
(Carib_bean, Europe, Hawaii, Asia!)
Cruise lines now hiring for busy
holiday, spring and summer seasons. Listing Service. Call (919)
929-4321 ext. 21.

$700/wk. canneries; $4,500/mo.
deckhands. Alaska summer fisheries
now hiring. Employment Alaska 1-206323-2672.
Freelance graphic artist wanted for
layout and design of brochures and
promotional materials. Requirements:
1. Experience with output & production, 2. Equipment 3. Desire to expand
your portfolio and establish a working
relationship with a growing company.
Samples of previous work are requested. For an appointment please
call 677-9501.
DENTAL RECEP-2 part-time posittons, 7-10:30 a.m . on M, TU, TH and
ft
M TH G Id
d f
~c=~~~~~7~~88~8. . o enro o -

Wanted: two roommates-male or female to share 3br-2ba pool house on Two bedroom two bath townhouse for 634-0468 ext. C5418.
Wedgefield Golf Course. Fifteen min- rent, walk to UCF. Washer/dryerhook-- r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
COUNSELING: Permanent and ternutes from UCF off Hwy 520. Gym in ups. No pets. $450 · David 249 -2865 ·
Interns wanted! Legacy Tour '94. A
garage. $250 a month each room plus r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 porary positions program of World Cup USA. All mashare of utilities. Call Robat568-5077.
Requirements: Bachelor/Masters de- jors wanted. Call 407 _246 _1250 .
gree in Social Science or Education.
Sherwood Forest-available
Prefer business background
3/2 & 2/2-DMV Properties
ROOMMATE WANTED
Experience in employment and train407-657-1967 or 1-800-929-4403
Share 2br 2 ba apartment at Willa
ing programs.
Springs Apts. Red Bug/Tuscawilla 1-------------~ Resume to: Private Industry Council,
area, 5 min from UCF. Great part of
212 S. Sanford Ave.
town. First month and -deposit moves
STUDENTS WELCOME
Sanford, FL 32771
you ·in. $290 a month; 1/2 alee. & 2 BR/1 BA APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Attn. Counseling
Looking to hire female Iranian to teach
phone. Non-smokers only. Day-671- $480 MONTHLY + $200 SEC. DEPOSIT.
Farsee to female American. Please
EOE
6275, Mark. Eves-696-6135.
CALL JIM OR HECTOR 275-8950.
call after 5 p.m. Debra 275-9902.
Closing date: 1/21/94

WANTED

Lifetime weight loss. Dr. recommended. Money back guaranteed. 2621800 24 hrs.

TRAINING/EDUCATION

LEARN BARTENDING
Need extra income?
1 or 2 wk.-days/eves
Nat'I placement assistance
831-2233

International Bartending Institute

TYPISTS
COMPUTER-WORD
PROCESSING SUPPORT
Short on time? I can ease your
workload, typing reports, term papers,
etc. Professional word processing,
graphic presentations and more! Call
(407) 851-3393.

TUTORS

English tutor. Need help with your writing style? Call Becky 957-8982.

•

two friends .in two different places

Like the COUEGIATE FONCAR[)SM
from

Sp~int.

at the same

At 9¢ a minute, its

time~

Strange, huh?

late night MOONLIGHT MADNESSSM

That's

rate is certainly unusual. Not to

The COLLEGIATE FONCARDJrom

mention the GREAT STUFF you get

Sprint. We're working to

just for using your calling card.

COLLEGE LIFE EVEN EASIER.

PRIORtTY PARTY CALL.sM ·
: !

MAKE
<;-'•

THIS COLLEGIATE fONCARD IS SO EASY, IT'S WEIRD.

Free goodies? That's weird. And how about talking to

that's the weirdest thing of all.

And

-+sprint.
Be there now.

l

STOP BY OUR BOOTH FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A TRIP TO THE NCAA FINAL FOUR®
AND FIND OUT HOW TO GET A FUNKY NCAA T-SHIRT AND 30 MINUTES OF CALLS
FREE!
No purchase necessary. See official rules at sign-up booth.

Monday - Friday, January I0 - 14 at the Student Center. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
9¢ a minute rate applies to domestic calls made between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m. In addition to the 9¢ a minute rate. surcharges will apply to COLLEGIATE FONCARD calls.© 1993 Sprint Commun ications Company LP.

Woody Dudley, D.V.M.
Birds, cats, dogs, reptitles, and

~xotics.

*Special rates for students, faculty and staff*
Mitchell Hammock Veterinary Clinic
45 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo, Fl 32765
2 miles north of campus

Telephone (407) 366-7323

llRJll,IL'I .
Equal Employment Opportunity/ ~finnativc Action Employer

Roadway Package System '
a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The positio~ is for loading and unloading trucks and movmg packages
within the tenninal.

Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 p~-9:30 pm
Salary is $7 per hour
Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715

...is proud to welcome
UCF students

Learn to... SI( )->-0
• Over 30 years experience

• Receive World Champion instruction
from Rusty Ve~t's handpicked staff

~~
~

.~

UCF Stu.dents receive BIG discounts

"fve always wanted to do that".. JUMP NOW!

1-800-J.UMP-123

~GA will help you find

(
!

T
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hh-tbaCBlCoUeoeJul- .
I am there - the place I need to be. rainbow-sherbet ice cream cone and grabs
Ecstatic in the light, unleashed in the streets: the smooth leather crotch of the devil godNew Orleans spleen. I am chasing a poppy dess. They do an electric, shaman dance, and
girl down Decatur Street toward Jackson moments later we' re in Siam's pouring sweet
Square. I hurdle a guitarist, melting licks of gold champagne onto her brown breasts ...
Jimi Hendrix electric butterflies soaring deli- Isis sticking out that warm pink tongue traccately in the air. He is a backwoods bum, ing hot mandalas around hernipples. Whoaa!
mangy, illiterate, dog-nasty, unkempt, low- Mad glad wicked city! City of vices! Spitbrow Neanderthal, super-duper blooper of ting out residue and run-offs of homeless,
desp_air . . . I am perceived by all who addicts, pimps, queens, serial killers, throwglimpse the smear of me as wild-ass, drunken away dolls and disposable artists. Poetry
unwanted tourist, rabid with life and laugh- flowing rotten and festering in the cluttered
ter. So the waltz goes on. A cop calmly sips trampled gutters ...
We stl,Jmble into Kaldi's and hear the
a cup of beer eying me with a little distaste
and nonchalance. "You think you' re wild? I modest, somber notes of the infected ones:
saw a guy run naked and bark like a dog on poets, priests, pricks and wh<?res, the occult
Dauphine. Yeah, he was untameable. You of their wisdom spilling out across the
youngsters ain't nothing. I saw him up-end wooden furniture, dancing a mad samba to
a liter of Jack Daniels in two gulps. Count the furious beat, synchronizing ejacuiations.
A psychedelic, German fag pirouettes
them - two. Not 12. Not 17. Not 54, but
into
too
close proximity to me, smelling like
two gulps in less than five minutes. I gave
.
garbage
dump, ol' grannie and Vietnamesehim $5 ... Sergeant Billoux found the guy
later on North Normandy a dead-cold blue restaurant-serving-gourmet-dog, "Bon A
blob, holding onto the empty bottle of Jack Merde! Vas iz das? Vas iz Das? Mein cool,
Daniels like it was a life preserver in a cool friend. You want to fight? Feel my
chunky sea of puke." On est occifer, I never beeg, very beeg muzzles!"
I stretch out my hand and squeeze, shrugknew you was the man. y essuh, you is the
ging, "I've
man. Ov course.
seen bigger
But my poppy
muscles on a
girl slowly pulls out
broken tart on
ahead, muffed on
Bourbon Street
marijuana, running
powdered with
through littered
OrunK,
confectioner
streets, screaming
sugar less
into the Louisiana
than an hour
star light.
ago." He gazes
"See you later,
into the wild
little boy blue," I
breathlessly yell.
light of my
eyes
and
He smiles a confused glare over the
comes back,
distance. Everyone needs a conversation. deep-space diver.
Not me; I've got to firid that little ol' girl of ·
"I saw Jimi -Jimi Hendrix, you know."
mine.
He sings, "Are you expe!'ienced . .. well, um
New Orleans cops are almost tolerable. · / yammmmmm .... You like Jimi Hendrix?
They see . through you as if you weren't I saw the Doors; Jim Morrison, Eh? Way
there, probably wishing you weren't. They out!Haveyouevertakentiero-een? Ahsuch
speak like a sedative in a petulant self- death! Don't do it. It's the greatest thing
righteous draw of experience. "I'm the an- ever. I'll tell you a secret: it keeps you
tennae of the city. I pick up all filthy · ·young. Look atBurroughs. He's looked that
frequencies, speak all pervert languages . . way for 50 years. . . . ·Jack Kerouac . . .
Ginsberg . ·.. I saw Zeppelin in Stockholm.
The wild girl, an incandescent angel; jets Cool, so cool ... They told me I couldn't stay
behind a bench, squats and pisses. Everyone - in the projects! Hahl They say, 'You are
pisses on the streets. Celebration of life, white?! You cannot live with the blacks.'
youth, freedom ... Owww! and she's an- That's what they said. I said, 'bull shit. I live
where I want to!' They don't fuck with me!
other grand, spontaneous seeker.
I remember onzta, the other year or so No, No! I am German!"
"Sir, you need to keep it down, the poetry
maybe the last life I dunno. This girl they
...
They're reading poetry to-"
call "Isis" - clean, bold, shaven skull ...
"Ah,
I will be .... What's so wrong?... .
Well, we'restalkingtheFrenchmarketplace
Let
them
read. I'm not interfering .... They
looking for good buys like that gorgeous
still
read.
Do they n<?t? Do they not?" He
blonde and the nubile nymph over there in
the comer. 'Cos she's fantastic, well-en- gesticulates violently and laughs.
The glass girl, cool as. ice on my arm, is
dowed, lesbian, smoking cigars and farting
not a little, telJs coarse jokes about men's being propositioned by another stray lesprivate parts- "We've built the Washing- bian. "Satin sheets. Oh pooh. Be my girl,
ton monument in honor of our erections ... · won't you please?"
Glass girl turns evil cold glare of neon
Any suggestions from this limp audience ..
. Much smaller ... Now I can see maybe blue light, "Not unless he comes along ... "
Frowning unforgiving at me the other
New Year's Eve blow horn ... Maybe, just
maybe . .. " And that's when we met the responds, "Oh no. That surely won't do. Oh
plastic chick, wild Amazonian who had all no, not at all."
We leave Herr Solomon to chase the
the brave, strange markings of an Aztec
temple. She stood sipping on soft pink dai- dog's tai I of his own frenetic monologue on
quiri, head above the crowd, demonic glare, death, danger and disaster.
We make for the Decatur House and
white terrazzo eyes and ballistic blue orbs.
She smiled voodoo astral spells out into the there is a ferocious drunk on the edge of the
wet evening air, weird tapestry of dead bar, scaring the drunkest of patrons. "I could
gods, purple kangaroos, velvet idols of John
F. Kennedy .. . Isis strolls up dropping her
NEW ORLEANS continued on R6
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"He asked me to marry him and
when I didn 't answer . .. we were
engaged. "
-Lena Heady on her marriage
proposal.

"The Summer House" is a
unique blend of sarcasm about
marriage and laid-back humor that
pops up at when it is least expected. A surprise-a-minute film
up through the dramatic climax,
the story line foliows Margaret
(Lena Headey), a woman about to
marry a guy she not only doesn't
love, but quite the contrary - she
hates. On the way, we meet the
women who influenced Margaret
in her life. What proceeds is a
chuckle-fest of a picture.
Never a dull moment, "The
Summer House'-' has a constant
flow of dialogue that is not only
full of wisecracks, but also very
intriguing and insightful. This su-

l

In search of
the ulfunate
Chinese huffet
from Buffet, page RS

,

key, onion rings, and roast beef. For
the dinner buffet, they add prime rib
and snow crab legs, but the cost
increases to $6.95.
The new kid on the block is
Billy Wong. Billy Wong's Famous
SuperBuffet has recently opened on
International Drive at Kirkman
Road, next to Calico Jack's. The
menu indicates that the only. other
Billy Wong'sare in Canada. Billy's
is by far the best of the area's offerings, unfortunately, you have to pay
for what you get. The lunch buffet is
$6.49, plus $1.50 for the iced tea.
By the time you've covered tax and
tip, you're spending ten bucks on
lunch. Now, for the good stuff.
Garlic spare ribs, sesame chicken,
fried rice, General Pao chicken,
chilled shrimp and oysters on the
half shell are the highlights. )'here
was no one manning it when I attacked the serving line, but a grill
was set up for Mongolian BBQ, and
an entire table is set up off to the
side, covered with desserts. Billy
Wong's has set an example we can
only hope the others will try to follow.
Inthemeantimerememberyour
choices, load up on the Chinese or
you'll be hungry for grits later. lf
you don't like Chinese food, the
economy size box of grits is $1.69 at
Publix.
• Michael J. Christopher
Revelation Writer

lim want~ rou
to write
FOR

Revelation.
Call 823-8192.
NOW.

per flow of comedy is largely
achieved through two great film
stars, Joan Plowright ("Enchanted
April"), and Jeanne Moreau.
Plowright plays the groom-tobe ' s mother, Mrs. Monro , a
grumpy, yet relaxed, old lady.
Veteran British film star Moreau
plays Lili, a trampy old woman

''The Summer House"
Unrated

***
Key: * Poor .. Fair
... Good **** Excellent

who is nothing short of outspoken
and who eventually helps Margaret onto the right track. Mrs. Monro
and Lili are constantly yapping
and always sipping on some kind
of booze. And when intoxicants

are involved, ' humor often escalates. (Can we say Val Kilmer in
"Tombstone?")
You're saying, "So ... This is a
chick movie, right?"
Basically - yes, but the lack
of strong male leads doesn ' t diminish the depth of the film at all.
The story's concentration of the
female 's perspective of matrimony
only contributes to the fresh and
realistic nature of the film . When
wedding day finally comes around,
you '11 know why the summer house
is so important.
Full of pot shots at the institution of marriage, Egyptian montages, a fat, lazy dog, and an abundance of liquor, "The Summer
House" delivers the rebellious
English film we've all been waiting for, a fresh alternative to Anthony Hopkins.
•Derek Krause
Revelation Writer

Dining Membership Plans
For Spring Term
Now on Sale!

1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- ---

Free Upgrades!
.. . In the Food Service Office .
Student Center CompleK

Purchase your Meal Plan
Before

January 1·4, 1-994, and
_rec~ive a free upgrade!

Example: Purchase a 10 Meal
Plan and receive either the
benefits of 12 meals per week,
at no extra cost, or· receive the
"flex dollars" of the 12
Meal Plan at no extra cost.
Your choice!

~• Marriott Meal Membership Club
Applies to customers currently participating on
the Fall 1993 Meal Plan Membership Club.
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AFEMALE VIEW INTO RELATIVE HELL
Oil - it's what Crisco is made
of. Unfortunately, it's what my
family eats during the holidays. I
swear it's in everything they cook;
some of my least favorite relatives
look as though they've have had it
for breakfast, lunch and dinner for
the past 20 years. These people
have never seen the outside of the
refrigerator door and know sprouts
to be the name of the pea-head kid
next to the Green Giant. A healthy
meal to these folks is a large MeatLovers pizza (with pineapple, to
fill their Vitamin C requirement).
I was pleasantly reading the
Sunday comics at breakfast this
past holiday break when my mother
dropped the bomb, saying Aunt
Jello-NeckandUncleSpits-WhenHe-Talks are coming to stay a
week, bringing their two raisedin-a-cave children. Immediately I
cringed, then began wondering
how comfortable I could make the
dog house. I even thought of getting a temp job at the Mall of Hell
wrapping presents for $1 an.hour,
.oh joy! When I asked mom-lady if
I could go, she said, "No. I want
you to help me at the house."

the same sweats and T-shirt for
days. No one needed to know I had
slept in them. What's a little body
odor to people you 're not trying to
impress anyhow. Because wet hair
in winter is a bummer, and hating
to fry it with a 1500-watt blowdryer, I avoided a shower until
Mom gave me the third-degree.
Every year I debate whether or
not I should go home for Christmas, knowing I could use the time
to organize my life and get ready
for the next semester. I dreaded the
organizing part, and, amazingly,
the horrors of Christmas past had
vanished from memory.
One reason I decided to go is to
spend time with my older brother
and two sisters who have either
finished or have never attended
co11ege but now livewhere the rats
race fastest. I thought, wouldn't it
be nice to see those not-so-lovingbut-really-evil older siblings who
A good, old fashioned chaotic family Christmas
still treated me like I'm fresh dog
Courtesy/Es tin
ticed two unh.elpful younger sib- my mother probably would miss doo. It sucks when my family will
This is when I began wondernot see the 27-year old person I've
lings had been zombified by the her somewhat-normal daughter.
ing if it would ruin Mom's holiday
Helping out means cleaning up become, but forever as the brat
Sega-Genesis monster, their bodif she found me in the bathroom
ies programmed to only respond the· house, which looked as if a who had to tag along everywhere
with slit wrists. But then I wanto the screen. Then I realized that bomb had gone off in it, and wash- or would tell Mom who had gone
dered into the TV room and noing every dish and pot after mom to smoke cigarettes with their
finishes the Crisco-slaughterhouse- friends. Those same fun-loving sibmeat buffet, because the chef lings who sat on my chest and arms
doesn ' t understand the clean-as- tickling me until I pissed in my
pants, crying, are who I had missed
you-go rule.
Being the earthy-crunchy seeing. How easily I could forget
woman I am means S£!.Crificing my such torture I don't understand.
This year my mother decided to
semi-vegetarian beliefs - or I eat
show
video tapes of former Christdog food. I actually read the ingremases,
beginning with one from
dients of the dog food, but I dethe
mid-70s.
Talk about not wantcided to pass on it. Besides, my
ing
to
remember
how I once acted
teeth were clean enough, and I
and
looked,
especially
with my
don't mind a sacrifice when it
boyfriend
there.I
was
happy
he got
comes to having cheesecake.
Mentioning teeth -cleaning bored and nodded off waiting for
brings me to the subject of per- my brother to get that ancient VCR
sonal
hygiene. Seeing this was my to work.
Activity and Service Fee
I swear everything seems to be
vacation time, I figured it was acceptable to walk around in paja- broken or falling apart at my parmas all day if I pleased, but found
it easier to get away with wearing
ONE WOMAN on RS

Deadline to return A&SF
packets is Monday, Jan. 17,19<J4

For more info call 823-2191
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ONE WOMAN
continued from R4
ents' house. Probably from those
spoiled-brat siblings, who don't
know how to care for anything
- any pet smaller than a cat they
had always died. In the videos
they looked so sweet and cute,
not yet able to talk, but now
they're screaming meanies. It's
even worse having them old
enough to make fun of my awful
polyester plaid bell-bottoms
which hung from my boney,
shapeless body with my long
stringy brown .hair. The
horror. .. the horror.
The reason I go home for the

holidays is definitely not gift exchanging. Being in a large family ,
I get less of them. Anything I receive anyway usually clashes with
my personal taste. Many times I
don't even know what the hell the
gifts are. As a poor student, I have
always had to give home-made
presents. This year I made candles
in beach sand with sea shells stuck
on the sides. Each person who received one thought it was the most
special thing, even though it was
dilapidated with its shells falling
off.
Despite any crappy memories I
have about my family, and even if
they still treat me as if I were still

a kid, I will still go home for
Christmas. Not only to participate in our Italian-style, screaming disagreements, but to remind
them and myself that I accept
being a member of that family ,
no matter how off-the-wall we
are. I'm one of the lucky few
who has a family to go home to,
who love me unconditionally,
even ifl have been in college for
the past eight years. I know I
have faults, but so do we all,
especially my screw-ball family.
If you're still here, you've obviously survived as I have.
•Deborah Pollini
Revelation Writer

ARBOUR VILlAGE APARTMENTS
11600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

,,

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
• Breakfast bars
• Private Clubhouse
·• 25 acres of wooded atmosphere
• 2 pools & sauna
• Complete ·fitness center • Generous closet space ·

•
•
•
•

Sand volleyball court
• Window coverings
Lighted tennis court
• Fully-equipped kitchens
Lighted basketball court • Minutes from UCF
2 laundry facilities
• Laser bus right to school
• 24-hour emergency maintenance

Directions: From University Blvd.,
tum right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east). tum
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F· 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

The Counseling and Testing Center
Announces
The Following Groups For Spring 1994

Self-Empowerment
You can make a difference in life. This group offers you the opportunity to learn
about new dimensions of yourself. Meeting times are from 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
beginning January 24 in SC 211. Group will be facilitated by Linda Fishkind.

General Psychotherapy Group
This group is designed to help students learn more about themselves and the way .
they interact with others. The group is open to both women and men and will
begin meeting Monday, January 24th from 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. Dr. Fran
Friedman will be leading the group. Please call the Counseling and Testing
Office by January 21st for more information.

Adult Survivors Of Sexual Abuse
This group will focus on the healing process concerning the effects of childhood
sexual abuse. The group is open to women and men. The group will begin
meeting Wednesday, January 26 from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. Call the Counseling .
and Testing Center by January 21 for additional information.

Eating Disorders
The Eating Disorder group will focus on structured interventions and development of healthier alternatives. Call for additional info~ation.

For Further Information call:
823-2811
The Counseling Center is available to students for personal counseling free of
charge. Personal Counseling deals with issues such as intimacy, relationships,
depression, anxiety and so fourth. Call extention 2811 for an appointment. Peer
Counselors are available to assist you with personal problems, Monday-Thursday, 7 to 9 p.m. Call extention 2811 for more information.

tlAiHOSO OH

$6 a

day: a di1tar's 9-.ida
to llAi1tasa G-.llats
"Grits, sometimes with more popular restaurants in the UCF
cheese." This is the response I re- area. They advertise with coupons
ceived from a fellow student when I quite often. Without coupons, the
asked her about her dietary habits. lunch buffet runs about five dollars
She had been complaining about before drinks, and they have the
being hungry. The fact of the matter service of a full bar. The best dish by
was that on a very limited student far at Forbidden City is the sesame
budget (she had recently paid over chicken. A choice of soups accom$600 for the privilege of teaching 40 panies the meal as do cream cheese
hours a week for free) there were won tons, another favorite of those I
greater needs than eating. Sad, but dined with. Fair warning is given to
any diabetics, avoid the little donut
true.
This sad story of grits for break- hole looking things, They are some
fast, grits for lunch and a sensible form of cake ball with a solid sugar
meal for dinner (a benefit of her part center. If the sweetness doesn't kill
time job) led me to investigate how you, the increase in your blood sugar
a typical student can satisfy his ba- level will.
If you find yourself in the heart
sic nutritional needs on just a few
dollars a day. The apparent answer of downtown Orlando at lunchtime,
was to employ the ancient wisdom - check out the Magic Wok. It is
of the Chinese and eat Chinese food. located at 120 N. Orange Avenue
The combination of America' & (next to the G-Spot Coffee House
melting pot society, competitive and just up from the Downtown
economic market, and the ability to Jazz and Blues Club). The restaumarket a native dish to non-native rant is buffet is in the courtyard by
people has led to the proliferation of the coffee shop, and the dinig room
the country with Chinese restm.:~ is separated and private with a view
rants. Admit it, every Publix shop- of the street. We enjoyed watching.
ping center has at least one, and the Orlando police harassing some
many of them offer lunch or dinner skinheads as we ate lunch. The
buffets to satiate the ever-glutton- board offare is typical, with the beef
ous appetite of the starving Ameri- broccoli standing out as the best
dish. Parking is the only problem
can student.
I ventured out onto the streets here. The spaces on Orange Avof Orlando and found a plentiful enue are for 15 minute parking only,
bounty of fried rice, chicken pre- a $10 fine we found out if you don't
pared in a myriad of fashions, egg see the strategically hidden sign.
rolls and won ton soup. Prices, My advice is to pay the three bucks
variety, and quality varied as much at the SunBank building .. The food
as the clientele. So the adventure is worth the expense.
The area's closest thing to an
begins ......
The first restaurant! sampled is empire is that of the chain of China
one of the closest to the UCF cam- Jade Mongolian BBQ and Buffet.
pus, a bonus to those who have little They now have three separate locamoney for food and less for trans- tions, in Maitland they are at 220 N.
portation. Tien Garden is located at Orlando Ave., at Fashion Square at
Alafaya and East Colonial, behind 819 N. Herndon Ave. (behind the
the Wendy' s. It is small, probably AMC Theatre), and on the South
family-ownedandquiteclean. They side at 7403 South Orange Blossom
offer the lunch buffet and a regular Trail (their newest location between
menu. I never established the actual Oak Ridge and Sand Lake in what
buffet price, but with iced tea or used to beBakerstreet). China Jade's
Pepsi, the bill is five dollars and quality is among the best, and they
are priced to compete with the othchange, including tax.
The host seats you in your ers. $4.95 gets you lunch plus the
choice of smoking or non-smoking, cost of a beverage, again iced tea is
and one of the ladies comes quite recommended. China Jade also ofquickly to bring hot tea, offer your fers a dinner buffet with seafood
choice of soups (egg drop, wonton, . and spare ribs for seven or eight
or hot and sour), and to get any other dollars. All major credit cards are
beverage you may like. Refills on accepted and private dining rooms
the beverages are free. Compared to are available.
On Orange Blossom Trail, just
others, the buffet table is small , but
the food is good. Hawaiian chicken north of China Jade at Oak Ridge
(glazed and served with pineapple) Rd. is May Garden. May Garden
is served on Monday, Wednesday has been around longer than I have
and Friday. The sesame chicken is and is the most economical meal
also good, but is too seldom served. I've found. They combine Chinese
White rice and fried rice are stan- and American cuisine (strange since
dard as are egg rolls, fried chicken, everything we eat came from somebatter-fried chicken chunks, and where else), but for the price, reshrimp foo yong. Lo mein and a cently upped to $3.49 from $2.99,
beef or pork vegetable dish com- the food is pretty good. My personal
favorites here are the.egg rolls, beef
plete the buffet.
To the west of the campus, at broccoli, and the orange chicken
University and 436 (behind (fried pieces of white and dark meat
McDonald's), you will find one of served in a sweet orange glaze).
the two restaurants called The For- Other dishes include salmon, turbidden City. Their other location is
at 948 N. Mills, in downtown OrSee Buffet, page R4
lando. Forbidden City is one of the
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nosaurus rex . . . . Now don't
speak to me in any other language
than your animal's mother
have died. I could have died. I
could have died ..." (about 30 tongue. Anyone who cares to
times or so) "I could have been defecate English will be shot.
killed by my enemy. They call Ha, Ha, Ha! It's the Tower of
me the bar. I own the bar. That's Babel!! Gawk! Meow! Rawr!
the truth. I know beauty, give me Hiss! ... a wilderness of noises.
death. I could have died in 1963. All these wonderful noises! Now
I don't like anyone on Earth. I everyone play their part. This is
got a car. I got a motorcycle. I my circus and you all must play
got a motorcycle and a car. I shot until I grow weary of the game.
at a Hell's Angel. I shot a Hell's ... Eh? It's ofno use! You are all
too tame to play these wild aniAngel..."
mals
and dark creatures. You all
The blonde bartender, buxom
and obnoxious, ignores the should be thrown to the lions.
drunk; she's digging for dollars But even a lion, a sensible creabetween her milky-white breasts. ture, would truly have to be desI huddle around a cup of perate to eat any of you. The foul
pure Castillo rum and the glass taste, horrible smell ... There
girl sips flat, piss-warm beer with must be nothing worse than huthe sweetness of a sinner's smile. man flesh. Nothing worse .... "
I peer out of the corner of my
Ghost pedestrians crowd in,
eye
and the Poppy girl runs
green as absinthe, frail specters
across
Decatur toward the Misspending their last nickels on an
sissippi.
I let the glass girl to
impossible bet. A parade of red
fend
for
herself,
knowing she is
and orange ornamented queens
for
hire
some
times
as a partwiggle in dainty, poised, effemitime
lesbian.
I
race
across
the ·
nate Marilyn Monroe want-tostreet
amidst
blues
and
traffic,
bes. "OOOOH, look at that guy.
He's so masculine. I say he's got drink in hand, spilling. I yell,
to be one of them. Yeas, I mean, "Hey, whaes your name?"
But she continues to run, up
his whole body screams, 'ignore
me, I'm straight!' It really is too the shore beneath fireworks and
bad.... He does have quite a · smoke. The crowd is disintegratnasty finesse. Wonderifhe'd be ing, going to its favorite bars.
persuaded by the voluptuousness She disappears into the faces and
of my velour scarf. Watch this I decide to explore the shore. I
girls! Attention please." With put a boot on the firstrock leadoutrageous exaggerations of ing down in an incline. I sway
movement he strolls by his prey. out loosing my footing. I stumble
Unamused,, the man simply forward unable to get control of
my momentum. And splash face
nurses his whisky .
Guests gathered thick as in a first into the Mississippi. Wow!
seance of the dead. "May these Ice-cold blast! I'm seeing sparks!
abominable-tasting liquors go I climb up to the side walk, wet.
My cigarettes are soggy. I throw
straight to our heads ... "
"New game! New rules!" them away. I walk up to the
Shouts a dark figure who is a Poppy girl sitting giggling on
member of the intoxicated circle the bench. "What's yourname?"
"Joah," she says. And then
of friends. "Each of you gather
she
races
down to the shore and
round. Now you my little codoes
a
Lipton-iced-tea-plunge
quette. You are a dog. An,d you,
my timeless enemy, are an oran- into the Mississippi.
gutan. And you my dear a snake
•Anton Estin
... and you a jester ... and you
Revelation Staff Writer
a rhinoceros ... and you tyran-

NEW ORLEANS from R2

Underaround
hooks &
z1nes
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Sterling
_Jewelry

Leat11er

Jackets
Crystals

•J~i~rH~loring1
and novelties

Anthropology, Art, Biology, Economics, Education

$1850\.:
~ .-·

UCF CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER

FREEDOM
FROM

PREHNtS

'"

0'1N11

a unique program to help you
KICK THE CIGARETTE HABITI

ORIENTATION
Januara11 19. 1994
QUIT DATE
f ebruar11 9. 1994
All Students, Faculty, and Staff Welcome!
Sessions are Wednesdays, 1-2 PM

~F-·

The Florida State University London Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit Classes in a wide variety of subjects.
The program fee of $1850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include airfare, tuition, food, or personal
expenses.
Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 6 - May 26
May 27 - June 16
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18

c

STUDY ABROAD
PROGRAMS
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

AMERICAN :I: LUNG ASSOCIATION•
'· n..o-....... s.. ......

HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
82:J.5841

...+

ro

FLORENCE • LONDON• COSTA RICA

1-800-374-8581
904-644-3272
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.

__J

[
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AMASTERPIECE OF HUMAN PROPORTIONS

MillionsofJews werekilled
during the Holocaust.
But actually watching its
cruelty unfold before you on a
movie screen is a terrifying and
sobering experience.
Sickly looking old naked
people being subjected to a health
search in a Nazi concentration
camp.
Nazi soldiers walking down
a line shooting Jews through the
head at point blank range, blood
pouring from their foreheads.
Walking funeral lines descending into the human ovens
in Germany.
But they had one hope
among them.
And his name was Oscar
Shindler.
Steven Spielberg, "Jurassic
Park" non withstanding, has created his masterpiece Schlinder' s
List, a disturbing, powerful and
emotional journey into one of
the darkest chaapters in human
history.
Liam Neeson portrays Oscar Schlinder with an essence of
compassion combined with.
The film begins in a tradi-

•

The language is brash and the
performances are brilliantly unrestrained. Nudity is abundant
but used in such a way to provoke a gut level of disgust and
realism. The film is epic in its
storytelling running at a little
over three hours but its message
burns through so vividly that its
seems only a few minutes have
passed.
The "List" mentioned in the
title entails the group of Jews
who operated the factory which
Nazi supporter Schlinder creates with the helpoftheJewlzak
Stern. Schlinder protects these
people from the horrors of the
Holocaust initially to protect his
businesses but later discerns the
horrifying repurcussions of his
fellow comrades and in a tear
wrenching conclusion cries for
the lives he' s killed.
As Spielberg shows the Jews
being massacred in Kraskow, Poland, their bodies lining the
streets and the children hiding
its compartments and, he shows

Liam N~eson portrays Oscar Schlinder in Steven Spielberg's epic masterpiece "~chlinder's List"

tional Jewish household with
hymns echoing throughout the theater. I tis in full color but the simpleness of its image protrudes
· Then as the story of Schlinder.
begins the film becomes raw with
its charcters becoming stringently
defined as the film itself dissolves

into black and white.
One of the opening scenes
details Schlinder in a dinner club.
The cinematography spells
"Casablanca" as does the music
which is purely classical. Spielberg
seems to be following suit by executing a shot of Neeson smoking

Alpha Phi Omega's
BOOK EXCHANGE

which breathed film noir . Then
after this scene Spielberg did what
I thought he'd never do.
He grew up.
The film overflows with blunt
and hard hitting images of violence from mountains of bodies
being set on fire to ritual shootings.

SCHINDLER'S LIST
continued on RS

WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF
AIR FORCE ROTC?
BENEFITS

+

2 Year Scholarship

G~anteed

to Juniors

- Any academic major. 2.5 cum GPA.

Buy your textbooks cheaper than
at the Book Store!!

e . Sell your books for ntore than
the Book Store will buy them!!

term 2.35 GPA. under age 23
- Pays up to $850 in tuition and $150 in books each semester

+

3 Year Scholarship to QwU.'. fied Sophomores
- Technical. Nursing, and Pre ·Health Majors
- Pays full tuition. books. and fees each f;emester

+

$100 Per Month for Expenses

+

Guaranteed Follow-On Job Upon Graduation

+

Guaranteed Starting Salary $23,300 to
$38,500 in Just 4 Years
Air Force ROTC is processing applications now for

• All books taken in on a consignment basis ~nly.

the Two Year Program for juniors entering Fall '94.
Don't wait until it's too late to start your application!

. ~·~·
CONTACT
1'L
~ ~,~....,~~ UCF AIR FORCE ROTC "'".th.
'~·"'"Q)'
(407) UCF-1-AIR
~
. __,.i>'~
.
(407) 823-124'Z

January 6-21st
10a1n-3p1n

paid for by:

Student Center
Roon1 214
By tlze Wild Pizza

/
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Oscar Schindler (Liam Neeson) welcomes the workers to his new factory in "Schindler's List"

SCHINDLER'S LIST
continued from R6
a little child her dress bathed in
red walking down i.resreet as
machine gunfire is richocheting
around her. From atop a nearby
hill whre he is witnessing the
massacre, Schlinder sees this
little girl and is mesmerized.
Later at a death camp he sees her
lifeless body being rolled by in a
cart, her red dress still burning
and altering his view forver.
Spielberg also portrays the
inhuman cruelty of the human

ovens and did so through an unusual but brilliant piece of directing.
He put a group of naked
actresses in a room and without
any warning shut the lights off
and began pouring water on
them. The shreiking of the people
in the scenes may seem to be
unusually real because they are
real. He may have poured water
on the actresses but he set their
characters.

Courtesy/Universal

DirectorSteven Spielberg explores the horrors
of the Jewish Holocaust in "Schindler's List"

m
•Tim Wassberg
Entertainment Editor

CASSELBERRY
PRESENTS
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Calendar ~,
DEAD MILKMEN
with
POSSUM DIXON
and
DISCO BISCUIT

Student Alumni Association

NFL PUIYOFF

says

P:flRTY

WELCOME BACK!
LUNCH IS ON US!

JAN. 14, 8 P.M.
THE STATION

JANET JACKSON
with
TONY!TONl!TONE!

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12th
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at the S.O.L.

JAN. 18 7:30 P.M.
ORLANDO ARENA

AEROSMITH
with
BROTHER CANE

STOP BY TO EAT AND FIND OUT
MORE ABOUT THE

FEB. 1, 7:30 P.M.
ORLANDO ARENA

.$3.00 PIT~HER.S
ID .fl FREE DR.flfT
WHEN· YOUR TE.fl.M
~ORE.Sii
Phone:677-5600

University
Apartments

,.-·.r

Across from UCF!
* Under New Management*

TOOL
with
FAILURE
FEB. 4, 8 P.M.
THE EDGE

INTERNATIONAL Calculator
• Full line of
HP scientific &

BILLY JOEL
FEB. 12, 8 P.M.
ORLANDO ARENA

BAD BRAINS
FEB. 13, 9 P.M.
CLUB NOWHERE

business

calculators.

•HP lOB
•HP 17BII
•HP95LX
Palm Top
Computer

•HPIOOLX

Palm Top
Computer

•HP 48GX Graphic
Expandable
The best calculator for
your education and your
career - 128KB of RAM
built in, plus expandability.
•HP 48G Graphic
32-KB RAM built in.
All HP 48GX features
included except plug-in option.

Call Don O'Rourke 898-0081

2916 Corrine Drive
by the Navy Base

We offer beautiful 1 bedroom and 2 bedroom 1
'
and a half bathroom apartments from $360.
•Walking distance from UCF
• Covered parking
• Laundry faciliates

•Pool
• Central Heat
and air

Ask about our free rent special!
12017 Sloan Drive
Orlando, Fl 32826
(407) 273-4097
Office hours M-F 9-5 m

(

University
~

_ _P_as_1u_re_ ___. Er

~~~

_ _ ___;;;;==.i

Sloan
N'llt.il181~11m'I~

(
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The Lady Knights have bean more competitive this
••••on, despite• 1-7 record. (DeHoog/ Future)

WOMEN'S B·BALL
fro111 P•I• 28
break with a six-point lead and
played Radford even in the second. Fina11 y, the starting five came
together and collectively shot over
50 percent from the field. Coley
was the leading scorer with 17.
Sophomore Melissa Briscoe and
freshman Kelly Evans followed
suit with 12 points each and junior
LaTonyaJohnson added 10. Coley

and sophomore Lonnette Frazier
combined for 17 rebounds.
If this team were to form a
Christmas tree, there's no doubt
which member would be the shining star. Coley has b~en sparkling
since the season opener.
The 5-11 forward was the
team's leading scorer in 1992 before being red-shirted, and is well
on her way to earning that title
once again. She has had double
digit scoring in every game ex~

shA.CDROCK
BeveRA.~e

cept one. She has already been
named Trans America Athletic
Conference player of the week
once.
The team began the New Year
in Louisiana playing Northwestern Jan. 3. The Lady Knights lost
81-65 due to poor shooting- a
mere 37.5 percent.
Johnson led the team ' s defensive efforts withl 1 defensive rebounds. Kelly Evans sunk the most
hoops for the Lady Knights, scoring 17 points. Coley was next with
13 and Johnson followed with 12
points.
A short jaunt over to Grambling
Jan. 5 had UCF on the low end of
the stick once again, 96-61. Coley
put up 22 points, but she was the
only scorer in double digits.
The Lady Knights 1-7 record
is not at all indicative of their play
thus far. They're scrappy and
they ' ve been in almost every
game.
Even though the T AAC is a
hard-nosed conference, this tough
early season schedule has the Lady
Knights begging for a conference
match-up.
The team begins T AAC play at
home against foes College of
Charleston Thursday and Mercer
Saturday.
Home games are something
which the Lady Knights could desperately use right now, and also a
truer measuring stick by which to
assess their upcoming success in
'94.

Women'• Basketball Results
OPPONENT
Murray St.*
Tennessee St.*
@ Arkansas St.
KENTUCKY**
RICHMOND**
RADFORD**
@Northwestern (La.) St.
@Grambling St.

DATE
12-10
12-11
12-13
12-29
12-30
12-31
1-3
1-5

SCORE
Murray 77-61
Tennessee 93-73
Arkansas 93-63
Kentucky 87-45
Richmond 75-60
UCF 76-70
Northwest 81-65
Grambling 96-61

* Denotes Memphis St. Tournament
** Denotes Citrus Sports Holiday Classic

I

Woman'• Remaining Schedule
1-11
1-13
1-15
1-20
1-22
1-24
1-27
1-29
2-2
2-5
2-10
2-12
2-17
2-19
2-22
2-24
3-5
3/10-12

FLORIDA
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON**
MERCER**
@Georgia St.**
@ Southeastern La.**
@ Louisiana St.
FLORIDA ATLANTIC**
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL**
@ South Florida
STETSON**
@Mercer**
@ College of Charleston**
SOUTIIEASTERN LA.**
GEORGIA ST.**
@Florida Atlantic**
@ Florida International**
@Stetson**
TAAC Tournament@ S.E. LA.

7:30p.m.
5:15 p.m.
4p.rn.
5:15 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
8p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7p.m.
4p.m.
5:30p.m.
3:15 p.m.
7:30p.m.
4p.m.
7 p.rn.
7p.m.
7 p.rn.
TBA

HOMES GAMES IN CAPS
** Denotes Trans America Athletic Conference game

PICK-UP your card and
start benefiting
today!

~l

,)

Miller HiLife
Get your membership canl toc1aJ in

99

$

12 pack
bottles
shAmRocK BeveRAc;e
LOCATED IN THE UNNERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO
KINKO'S AND THE UCF CREDIT UNION

823-9370

10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

the area bookstores and Student
center.

As a student at UCF
you are a member of
Student Government
entitlin9 you to over

IOseMces.

"Together We're Making Progress"
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SLOAN from page 28
before the season."
The plan sells ticket packages
to corporations under the premise
the tickets are an investment in
Division I-A football. That' s
something businesses hope will
bring more money into Central
Florida. The packages run $1 ,000,
$2,500, $5,000 and $10,000. Sloan
said he already has at least six
companies in the $10,000 range.
And where do students fit into
the scheme?
"Obviously we are going to
have a marketing plan directed
towards students," said Sloan.
"But we won' t have to rely on
students for the average. Once we
make the transition to I-A, the

students will become more involved."
So far the plan seems to be
working- the sales are more than
half way to the goal. And with the
recent announcement of big-name
transfers, Marquette Smith ofFSU
among them, the interest in season tickets has risen.
Sloan is also working on ful- .
filling another requ~rement for the
move- scheduling at least six
Division I-A opponents for the
1996 season. Sloan said the athletic department has seven verbal
contracts with I-A teams between
1996 and 1999.
Sloan has substantial confidence his proposal will work.
"There' s no plan for failure. We
will make this happen_ ;,

Recreational

For more
information about
an intramural
program or
aerobics, stop by
Recreational
Services room 101
(by the pool) or
call 823-2408.

EVENT

Se~vlcea

-

Schick Super Hoops
Badminton
Track & Field Meet
Wrestling
Softball
Floor Hockey
Tennis Doubles
Racquetball
Sand Volleyball (2 on 2)

DEADLINE

PLAY

1112
1/28
2/7
2/14
2/17
2/21
2/25
3/2'-1,.
417

1/12-13
1/29
2/8
2/15
2/28-4/22
2/28-4/21
2/26
3/25-26

Time

Room

MON

10 a.m.
11a.m.
Noon
3p.m.
4:15 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
6:45 p.m.

Arena
Step
Step
Arena
MPR
Hi/Low
Low
Arena
High
Step
Arena
Dance
Hi/Low
Arena
Step
Fae/Staff
Arena
Step
Step
Pool Aqua·Aerobics will resume

UCF' sRecreational Services and
National Fitness Association are
co-hosting a step fitness basics
certification workshop and a step
fitness choreography workshop.
The basic step is Jan. 29 and the
step choreography is Jan. 30.
Both will held at UCF. The cost

_. i!

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

Step

Step

Step

Macinlosb LC 475 4/ElJ, .Apple Color Plus
U- Display, .Apple Keyboard JI and mouse.

Only $1,257.

I

i

<"

I

An etLl)' appliwlion process. Am/you could qualify for
lou· mo11th(rpt~1 me11L~ o11 a il/acin/oshor Po1r~rBook.

.Apple PowerBook 145B 4/ElJ.

Only $1,239.

It does more.

SAT

Step
Low
Hi/Low
Adv. Step
High
Hi/Low
Step
Fae/Staff
Kai"ate
Step
Step
after Spring Break

Hi/Low
Step
Step
Step
Step

WUCF Sports

for the step certification is $80 89.9 is accepting applications for
for UCF students and $115 for writers, reporters and anchors for
the community. The choreogra- its "Sports Beat" segments. 89.9
phy workshop is $40 for stu- .will beofferingcoverageofUCF
dents and $50 for the commu- men's basketball and baseball
nity. Space is limited. For regis- this spring. For more informatration information call toll-free tion contact Sports Director Robert Galbraith at 823-2444.
1-800-775-3488.

'introducing The Great Apple Campus
Deal. Right now, buy any select Macintosh
. or PowerBook·computer, and you'll also
get seven useful software programs. Itsall
included in one low price. (The software
alone has a combined SRP of $596'.') And,
the new Apple Computer Loan offers low
monthly payments that make the deal
even better. Apply by January 28,1994, and
your first payment is deferred for 90 days.
All you have to do is qualify. So, what
are you waiting for? An Apple' computer.
, It does more. It costs less. Its that simple.

--

II

Ii

419

Introducing The Great Apple Campus Deal

Macinlosb Quadra® (fi)Av 8/2;/J, wilb internal
AppleCD ... j(K)i CD-ROM drive, Apple AudioVision"' 14•
Display, .Apple F.xtended Keyboard II and mouse.
ifil

Only $2,997.

-

Aerobic Schedule
Spring 1994

Step Aerobics Certification

i

Spring Schedule

It costs less.

••
Its that simple.

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

Visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building
Open 8:30am - 4:30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am - 4:00 pm
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226
© 1993 .-l/1ple li1111pule1: J11c. .Ill r1.~bl1· resen'f:'(/. .'1{1/1/e. the A{lflle lo.~o. .1Jaci11/osb.•llad11/1~'i/J Qu(l(/T'tl 111u/ /'mrerHook are Tl'Ki1/em/ tmdemark.1 of1W1le 01111p11!er. /11c. ,1{11/e<,'/J1111d 1l11diol /.1io11 tm' fmt/1'/l/ftrk.111/ .V1pl1' <.i1111/l/ffl'I: f11c
/';(1.'tfl r111 /be rr1111h111ed 111,11,.~1'.1fed /Mail J>m·e.1 f.\Nl'J r1lthe p1rx/11cl1in Tbe C1m1/111s '>l!f/1/'l/re .\el ft;r .l/aci11/1i.l'/1 as of Ocloher /. 1993. \ofl1mre i1lllif111clrflled i11 the ori1wwlpnx/11cf pack1(~111/i a1."1u1m i11 tbi1 flll. U11J .11m wt!/ renw e lhc•.v.• s11111e o;Jijf1mre jll'oµ.r111111 111 1111 111/efimMI p11d11(~1' /111111 1j1/1/e
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JCNIGHTS from page 28
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•

the second half before UCF fought
its way back. However, the comeback fell short and UCF dropped to .fi,:,
5-2 after a 101-97 loss.
The Knights played its first game
against a conference opponentJan.
3, hosting Florida International
University. The game see-sawed
with the Golden Panthers of FIU
leading by as many as eight points
and UCF leading by as many as
four. But withastrongperfonnance
by forward Victor Saxton and a
game winning jumper by Swaby
with just 18.9 seconds on the clock,
the Knights prevailed in a squeaker,
82-81.
Swaby, who led the nation in
scoring with 47.4 points per game
his senior season in high school,
scored 30 points. When asked about
his game winning heroics Swaby
said, "I felt I needed to take the shot
down the stretch."
Two more conference games
took place Thursday against the
Samford Bulldogs and Satur_day
against the Panthers ofGeorgia State.
The Knights were hoping to come
away with a couple of road wins and
go to 3-0 in the TAAC. However, '
they fell behind from the start in Slnua Phllllps led UCF with seven assists In UCF's 82·81
both games and could never catch victory over Florida International Jan. 3. (DeHoog/Future)
up.
Men's Basketball Results
"We didn't shoot the ball very
DATE
OPPONENT
·scoRE
well. Wedugourselvesaholeearly,"
11-30
ROLLINS
UCF72-57
12-4
@Winthrop
UCF94-85
said Speraw.
12-13
BETHUNE-COOKMAN
UCF77-73
UCF made only 16 of 59 shots
12-15
FLORIDA ATLANTIC
UCF 100-74
12-17
against the Bulldogs, losing 63-48
WEST FLORIDA
UCF 102-61
@Florida
12-20
Florida 83-69
and were 22 of 66 against the Pan@Maine ·.
12-30
Maine 10 l-97
thers in a 72-63 loss. Saxton was a
1-3
FLORIDA INfERNATI~NAL**
UCF 82-81
1-6 ,,
bright spot on the road trip scoring
@Samford**
Samford 63-48
@ Georgia St.**
GSU72-63
I-~
19 points and pulling down eight
rebounds at Samford and getting 24
Men'• Remaining Schedule
1-13
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON**
7:30p.m.
points and eight rebounds at GSU.
1-15
MERCER**
2p.m.
Also having a big night at GSU was
1-19
@ Florida Atlantic
7:30 p.m.
James Walker, who grabbed 15 re1-22
@Stetson**
7:35 p.m.
1-27
@ Centenary**
8:05 p.m.
bounds. Despite losing, Speraw was
1-29
@ Southeastern La.**
8:15 p.m.
happy with the Knights defensive
2-3
GEORGIA ST.**
7:.30 p.m.
eff011 on the road.
2-5
SAMFORD**
2p.m.
"For a game and a half~ thought
2-7
SOUTH FLORIDA
7:30 p.m.
@Mercer**
2-10
7:45 p.m.
we played the best defense so far
2-12
@ College of Char.leston**
5:30p.m.
this season."
· STETSON**
2-19
2p.m.
UCF'srecordis l-2intheTAAC.
2-21
@Florida International**
7:30 p.m.
This is important as UCF hosts the
2-23
@ Bethune-Cookman
7:30p.m.
'
2-26
SOUTHEASTERN LA.**
2p.m.
TAAC tournament in March. The
2-28
CENTENARY**
7:30p.m.
tournament champion receives a
3/3-5
TAAC TOURNAMENT @ UCF
7:30 p.m.
spot in the NCAA tournament. The
Knights, however, aren't looking
HOME GAMES IN CAPS
**Denotes Trans America Athletic Conference game
that far down the road.
"We have to think about one
game at a time," Speraw said.
Thursday UCF hosts another
conference foe in the College of
Charleston. The Cougers will be a
tough opponent, since earlier this
season they beat Alabama, which
subsequent~y beat former number
one Arkansas. The game starts at
7:30 p.m. at the UCF Arena.

Basketball, baseball,
tennis and 1 few other
spring sports are just a
few of the things you'll
get to cover when you
write for the Central
Florida Future Sports
section. So put down
the paper, or quit
studying, and give us a
call. You can reach
Sports Editors Jennr
Dunc.nson or Trace
Trylko at 823-8192, or
stop by the Future
office in the UC& plaza.

FALL BEDDING SPECIAL
~IP~©O~[L

IP~O©~~

MATTRESS.SETS

IF©~

lUJ ©IF ~tr lUJ © ~ OOIJ'~

$49 each
$55 each
Full
Queen $69 each

Twin

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY FREE DELIVERY

4 pc. Bedroom Sets

$23 9

(Similar to Picture)
• Double Dressers • Mirror• Headboard • Bedframe
all for $239

Na+~ral t-lis+ory Writer and Novelist

Pete.,-. Matthiessen
National Book .Award Winner

At

The Snow Leopall'd
Play in the Fields of the l..ofl'd
Killins Miste,.. Wat-son

3an~ary .f 3i 19941 12:00 Noon
V\CF Board Rootrt1 3rd Floor
Adtrtinistration B~{iidin9

Sponsored B~
UCF Depa..-th'\ent of Gn9lish
and the Atl~n+ic Center for the .Arts
· .•.

GIVE YOUR MEDICAL CAREER
A BRIGHf FUllJRE: AIR FORCE.
Become a commissioned officer in the Air Force
and add a wealth of opportunities to your future.
Physician, nurse, physical therapist, psychologist-regardless of your specialization-you can
find outstanding medical opportunities in the
Air Force.
Most importantly, you'll work with dedicated
medical professionals in an environment where
the patient's needs-not the costs of treabnentcome first. You can apply for continuing educational assistance to advance your skills and
background. And receive excellent compensation and benefits as an Air Force officer.
You'll also serve an important mission with others like you, who realize that a bright medical
future begins with the Air Force. Call
USAF HF.ALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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Crystal balls foggy once again for battling columnists

Happy New Year and welcome back
Offside groupies! Hope your holidays were
wonderful. Mine were- my Giants are in the
playoffs and they're headed for the Super
Bowl.
Trace "Trivial" Trylko returns as my partner in crime and we'd like to spend this
column revisiting our NFL predictions.
Though it may be a little painful for Trivial.
My crystal ball was pretty good for the
NFC East. Much to my chagrin, the Cowboys
pulled it out. I apparently had too much faith
in the Redskins, though not as much as Mr.
Trylko. I don't think the team was as optimistic as you, Trivial. Thecrystal balllgotyoufor
Christmas should help clear things up.
I'm disappointed in the Packers, they should
have taken the NFC Central. (They did, of
course, earn a victory when it really counted.)
Ignore them and I had everyone else in order.
Trivial got lucky with the Lions. And they
could have used that luck this past weekend.
OK, I'll take the heat for this one. I went
out on a limb and got burned by the Falcons in
the NFC West. Kudos to Tri vial for recogni.zing their lack of talent and predicting the
ousting of Jerry Glanville. (Occasionally, he
surprises even me.)
I should have had more faith in my Bills (
orrather, less in the Dolphins) to take the AFC
East. At least the 'Fins came through for me
on Thanksgiving. And I should have known
that Bill Parcells would do a great job for the
Patriots. They are definitely going to be the
ones to look out for irithe next few years. Of
course, Trace apparently knows little about
this group of teams. The Bills in third? Not in
this decade.
· Luck was once again on Trivial's side
with the AFC Central. It can ·hardly be
attributed to the vast knowledge of footbaH
he claims to have.
Not too much surprise for the AFC West.
We can't fault Trivial too much for having
confidence in his Seahawks. lfyourown fans
don't love you, nobody will.
Allin all, it was a fun year for the NFL. But
stay tuned, the big showqowns are about to
come. (And so are more predictions-ready?)
Trace and I agree on three of four. Who
wouldn't? I'm happy about Green Bay, but
they can't overcome Dallas unless Emmitt
Smith doesn't play at all. Warren Moon will
cap off a good season with a win over the
Chiefs. L.A. has enjoyed their time in the sun,
but you can't beat Buffalo in Buffalo in a
Buffalo January.
Now, Trace did good so far, but he's just
not perfect, you know. My Giants i;lfe headed
for another Super Bowl appearance and Steve
Young isn't going to stand in the way. The
49'ers have no running game and no run
defense. Go Rodney Hampton!
Stand and cheer football fans. Actually,
sit and tune in, it's going to be a great
weekend on the gridiron.

Jenny's
Predictions
NFC East
1. Dallas
2. New York
3. Washington
4. Philadelphia

FINAL NFL
NFC East
1. Dallas
2.NewYork
3. Philadelphia

5. Phoeriix

4. Phoenix
5. Washington

NFC Central
1. Green Bay
2. Detroit
3. Minnesota
4. Chicago
5. Tampa Bay

NFC Central
1. Detroit
2. Minnesota
3. Green Bay
4. Chicago
5. Tampa Bay ..

NFC West
1. Atlanta
2. San Francisco
3. New Orleans
4. Los Angeles

NFC West
1. San Francisco
2. New Orleans
3. Atlanta
4. Los Angeles

AFC East
1. Miami
2. Buffalo
3. Indianapolis
4. New York
5. New England

AFC East
1. Buffalo
2. Miami
3. New York
4. New England
5. Indianapolis

AFC Central
1. Pittsburgh
2. Houston
3. Cleveland
4. Cincinnati

AFC Central
1. Houston
2. Pittsburgh
3. Cleveland
4. Cincinnati

AFC West
I. Kansas City
2. San Diego
3. Denver
4. Los Angeles
5. Seattle

AFC West
1. Kansas City
2. Los Angeles
3. Denver
4. San Diego
5. Seattle

•

Greetings from thedesk of your nearly always
onthemarkOfficialWordcolurnnist.Hopeyour
holidays were swell. Let's get straight to business. A few short months ago, my co-editor and
I graced these pages with our 1993 NFL predictions. Not too much of what we wrote stood the
test of a ·long season.
Let's start with a review of the NFC. Yes
fearless readers, I thought the Redskins would
win the East. I punctuated that by saying Skins'
quarterback Mark Rypien would have a resurgent year. Not even close. Who knew?lt still felt
better than picking the Cowboys.
Trace's
Bucking the trend of picking the Packers
helpedmeintheNFCCentral.Heck,levenwent
Predictions
out on a limb and said the Lions would rebound
and finish first. And, for the umpteenth consecuNFC East
tive year, I called for a lower division finish for
1. Washington
the Bucs. Then again, you can say that each year
2. Dallas
. and be on the money.
WE INTERRUPT THIS COLUMN TO
3. New York
BRING
YOU A SPECIAL REPORT. Ms.
4. Philadelphia
Duncanson is an, er, I'd hate to say idiot in print.
5. Phoenix
But heck, she picked Atlanta to ~in the NFC
West. Yes the Falcons, the team Jerry Glanville
NFC Central
coached until he was fired last week after leading
them to asubpar6- l Orecord. Why do you people
1. Detroit
read
her column first? It's so full of misinforma2. Green Bay
tion.
3. Minnesota
NFC COUNT: Ms. Duncanson and I each
4. Chicago
had five right. Plus, four of my six playoff
5. Tampa Bay
. hopefuls qualified.
My AFC East selections prove I've lived in
Florida too long. Gee, did I take the bait on all the
. NFCWest
Dolphins hype! Injuries killed them, but they'll
1. San Francisco be back.
2. New Orleans
Once again, the Central division was kind to
3. Los Angeles
me. It's worth noting, Ms. Duncanson cautioned
us that Houston's defense would be its weak
4. Atlanta
point. Oh yeah, that came true. Strange, but Ms.
Duncai:ison had the Oilers in our fantasy league.
AFC East
Were you trying to scare off the competition?
I. Miami
Joe Montana came through for the Chiefs.
2. New York
While tnY Seattle Seahawks didn't make the
postseason field, they rebounded nicely from a
3. Buffalo
disaster l 992campaign. The Hawks truly earned
4. Indianapolis
the six victories I pegged for them last fall.
5. New England
AFC COUNT: Here's where I edged Ms.
Duncanson, six right to five. The playoff tally:
AFC Central
three out of six.
OVERALL: My football expertise helped
1. Houston
me
earn
a narrow 11-1 Ovictory. Ms. Duncanson,
2. Pittsburgh
aren't beers on you?
3. Cleveland
Call your bookie, these playoff picks are sure
4. Cincinnati
fire. Buffalo 24-10 over Los Angeles. Houston
12 better than Joe Montana, 26-14. Dallas in a
close
one over Green Bay, 21-17. Finally, San
AFC West
FranciscoedgesNewYork
14-13inagreatNFC
1. Kansas City
game. We'll tally these next week.
2. San Diego
Ms. Duncanson, I haven't picked on you too
3. Denver
much this week. I chose to let your work stand on
4. Seattle
itsownmerits.Plus,itwasoneofmyNewYear's
resolutions. You can thank me later.
5. Los Angeles
Until next week, remember, the sports beat
goes on.

Magic beat Rockets; 19-13 record is the best start in club's history
by TRACE TRYLKO

teams. We're earning respect," Hardaway said. .
Magic head coach Brian Hill backed up that sentiment.
The Orlando Magic took a two-game winning streak into
"I don't think this team has been getting any respect from the
Monday night'sprime time match-up with the Houston Rockets .. national media"
The national audience watching on TNT surely didn't miss
The Magic earned Houston's respect by defeating one of the
Monday Night Football, as Orlando defeated Houston 115-100. NBA's top clubs, giving the Rockets only their fifth loss in 32
Magic rookie Anfemee ''Penny" Hardaway again showed outings. Orlando poured it on in the second, outscoring the
why he's worthy of Rookie of the Year accolades, knocking in Rockets 33-28. In fact, the Magic put up 33 points in the second
basket after basket for a game-high 28 points. Magic center quarter for the third straight game.
Shaquille O'Neal also tallied 28. Hardaway ranks among the top
Houston could do no better than cut it to two in the second half,
of NBA rookies in points, steals, assists and rebounds. Hardaway trailing 61-59 early in the third. But, Orlando led by as many as 20
and the Magic feel the win opened some eyes.
in the fourth and blew the Rockets off the ball. There was no
"We' re just trying to show everybody we can play like the big shortage ofscorers as even Magic assistant coach TreeRollins got
Sports Editor

into the act. Rollins was signed to a 10-day contract after backup
center Greg Kite went on the injured list with a muscle tear in his
right leg.
With the win, Orlando (19-13) is off to its best start in club
history. The Magic will look to improve on that mark and a 12-4
home record against Cleveland tonight.
"You have to be ready for anybody when they come in. ,
Hopefully we'll have this same energy level versus Cleveland,"
Hill said.
The Cavs game ends Orlando's four-game home stand. The
Magic take to the road with two games this weekend and a rematch /)
with Cleveland Monday night in Ritch.field. Orlando returns
home next Wednesday in a game against the Clippers.
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Rhodes makes a national name for
himself with post-season honor
by JEllNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

•

Golden Knights' wide receiver
David Rhodes was a pre-season pick
to be an AH-American. Some players might feel pressure living up to
such expectations, but not Rhodes.
"I really didn't think about it,"

said Rhodes. "I just thought about
winning the games."
That mind set worked well for
the junior wideout. While he was
leading the Knights to a winning
season, hecaught78 passes for 1, 154
yards and 12 touchdowns. Those
stats were good enough to earn
Rhodes a spot on the 1993 Walter
Camp I-AA All-American Team.

Rhodes was one of only two wide
receivers on the squad. The AllAmericans are selected by Division
I-AA coaches and sports information directors.
But even after this honor was
bestowed upon him, Rhodes humbly said he's just thinking about
next season.
"It was nice to be recognized,"
he explained. "It would be nice if I
could repeat the performance."
Is he feeling any pressure to repeat as an All-American?
"No. I'll probably keep it in the
back of my mind, but I just want to
play better every year."

THINKING can be
highly pleasurable.
At Kaplan, we help you
develop the ability to
think clearly.
Analytically, critically.
This is the skill that
standardized tests
measure more and more,
and it's the skill
that's always been
Kaplan's specialty.

•
David Rhodes
c•ught most
of wh•t was
thrown his
way In 1993.
(DeHoog/
Future)

GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST

Gn _
INTHE
,•

ORLANDO
FITNESS
677-9889

4076 N. Goldenrod Rd.
Winter Park, FL 32792
_L_a_st_da-=y~,_J_a_n_u_ar-=y_l_lth
_ _ _ _ _ _ Thre 10:00

It,s Academic,
or call 328-8529 for information.
Priwl arc for IOKgold filW;. For 14Kgold ~.add SIOO.

PA'IMOO

~

- 4:00

:IC • .

·eo .._ ·

93-403(CP-735)
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50
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Men stumble in
road TAAC gmnes
by TONY HUTCHENSON
Contributing Reporter

The 1993-94 season for the UCF
men's basketball team is well under
way. This is UCF' s first full season
as a member of the Trans America
Athletic Conference. The Knights
opened the season with a new head
coach and an emphasis on defense.
The Golden Knights played 10
games since our last issue. UCF is
undefeated at home and 6-4 overall.
The Knights opened their season
at home Nov. 30 against the Rollins
College Tars, renewing an old crosstown rivalry from UCF' s Division
II days. The Knights started strong
and held offlate comeback attempts
by the Tars and came away with a
72-57 victory.
UCF won the next four games
and shot out to a 5-0 record, 4-0 at
home. Head coach Kirk Speraw said
"we've got to take care of business
at home" and the Knights have cer-

Sloan gets
UCFon
road to 1-A

tainly done that.
The Dec. 13 game against
Bethune-Cookman College marked
the first time transfers Ochiel Swaby
and Patrick Butts were eligible to
play. Swaby, a sophomore forward/
guard, transferred from the University of Miami after playing one and
a half seasons. Butts, a junior guard,
transferred to UCF from Wes tern
Kentucky University and will challenge for minutes at the point guard
spot.
On Dec. 20 the Golden Knights
traveled to Gainesville and took on
the University of Florida. UCF
played a close game only to see the
Gators pull away at the end for a 8369 victory.
The Golden Knights' next road
stop was further North, when they
met the University of Maine Dec.
30. The Black Bears led by 14 at the
half and extended their lead to 25 in

UCF Athletic Director Steve
Sloan wants to make it known, in no
uncertain terms, the Golden Knights
football team will meet the attendance requirement necessary for a
move to Division I-A in 1996. In
··· fact, according to Sloan, the team
will averag~ 17,000 fans in the 1994
season.
How? That is the question on the
minds of many critics who watched
UCF draw meager crowds in 1993.
Well, Sloan and the athletic department have a plan. And its focus
is on corporate Orlando.
"We already have 7,100 new
season ticket holders," Sloan said.
"We expect 17,000 fans confirmed

KNIGHTS continued on 25

SLOAN continued p1ge 24

by JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

UCF volleyball competes in first Division-I post-season toumey
by JENNY DUNCANSON

While the top 48 volleyball teams in
America go to the NCAA tournament, the
. next 20 compete in the NIVC. The trip
The Lady Knights volleyball team travmarked the Knights' first-ever appearance
elled to Kansas City, Missouri Dec. 3-5 to
in a national Division-I post-season tourcompete in the Women's National Invitanament.
tional Vo!leyball Championship, which is
UCF defeated Hartford, lost to Baylor,
volleyball's equivalent to basketball's NIT.
lost to Oregon State and beat Butler.

Sports Editor

UCF compiled a 35-8 season record, the .
most wins forthe Lady Knights since 1983.
Junior outside.hitter Miriam Metzcus delivered the match-winning point against
Butler and finished the season as the team's
leader with 648 kills and 572 digs.

D1vld Shullmson of Sports lnfonn1tlon
contribute(! to this story.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Why didn't volleyball receive more coverage this year?Some
of you asked so we'll clarify the situation .
Our staff made attempts to cover the Lady
Knights, but were stymied by the team's
coaching staff. We regret Head Coach
Laura Smith's lack of cooperation, but
applaud UCF's efforts this season.

Break was no holiday for the women's basketball
team -

difficult op~n~nts meant tough losses

by JASON SWANCEY
Contributing Reporter

What should have been a relaxing break for most UCF
students was anything but for the women's basketball
team. The Lady Knights opened a rough schedule with
tough losses to top-ranked opponents.
The not-so-merry holiday began Dec. 10. The team's
first loss came at the hands of Murray State, 77-61. The
Lady Knights were only down by two at halftime, but
couldn't stop Murray's 50-pointjaunt in the second half.
It didn't get any better the following night when UGF
suffered a loss to Tennessee State. Despite a 29-point
effort by freshman Tamika Coley, UCF fell 93-73.
As their tour of the South continued, UCF travelled
from Tennessee to Arkansas and the friendly confines of
the Convocation Center, home to Arkansas State. The
Lady Knights suffered a 30-point loss, being outscored by

An Injury to center Greg Kite forced llaglc ..111t1nt
catch -Yn1• Rollins out of nUr1m1nt. (DeHoog/Future)

15,points in both halves.
While the majority of UCF's student body was taking
a month off from . class work, the Lady Knights were
laboring on the hard court at the UCF Arena.
UCF hosted the Citrus Sports Travel Holiqay Classic
Dec. 29-31. But just ask any member of the team, it was no
holiday. The list of teams competing included: Kentucky,
Florida State, North Carolina and Alabama. That sounded
more like the womens' Final Four than an early season
tournament.
Unfortunately, the Lady Knights opened against Kentucky and were dealt a crushing blow, 87-45.
Next, Coley led the team with 26 points in a 15-point
loss to the Spiders of Richmond.
In their final game of the tournament, UCF snatched a •
six-point victory from Radford, 76-70. They went into the

WOMEN'S B·BALL continued P•I• 23 ·

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

Women's Basketball vs. College of Charleston 5: 15 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. College of Charleston 7:30 p.m.
(WUCF FM 89.9; WGT AM 540)

Women's Basketball vs. Mercer4 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Mercer 2 p.m.
(WGT AM540)

